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Alaska!
Registration is open for the MSA Annual Meeting at the University of Alaska Fairbanks, 2-5 August (http://msa.alaska.edu).
The program for the meeting is terrific. In addition, Lee Taylor
assures us that Alaska is home to charismatic macrofungi. There
is only one way to see for yourself. Register!
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Editor’s Note
There is an interesting and important series of articles on the
state of mycology as a discipline that began with Tom Bruns’
President’s Corner in Inoculum 61(6) and continued in 62(1) and
the current issue. The series includes David Minter’s article in
62(1). I encourage those who have not read these articles to have
a look. I also welcome articles and/or comments from anyone
who would like to weigh in on one or more of these topics. Here
are the references.
Bruns, T. 2011. President’s corner: Meet and eat grants — where is our next
meal going to come from? Inoculum 62(1):4-5.
Bruns, T. 2011. President’s corner: Why is mycology a small field? And how can
we expand it? Inoculum 62(2) (this issue)
Dickie, I.A and T. Bruns. 2010. President’s corner: Point - counter point: why
fungi are (not) microbes. Inoculum 61(6):8-11
Minter, D. 2011. Fungi, politics, conservation and tax. Inoculum 62(1):1-3.
Don N.

President’s Corner

Why is Mycology a Small Field? And How Can We Expand It

David Minter’s article in the last issue of Inoculum
proposed new ideas about how we might expand funding in mycology, and by coincidence his ideas were
paired with my own article about NSF RCN grants in
our field. So money was on both of our minds, and
rightly so, because so much of modern science is dependent on funding. However, I think the other common ground that David and I share is that we see fungi
as being grossly understudied relative to their numbers
and ecological importance. For that reason what I want
to address in this president’s corner is the question of
why our field is small and what we can do individually
and collectively to change that. This is a larger subject
than I can cover in a single essay, so in this installment
I want to first discuss the reasons for the problem and
then focus on one part of the solution: teaching and outreach.
The primary reason mycology is a small field is
that most students, at all levels, are never exposed to
it. It’s hard to make a career choice to become a mycologist if you’ve never heard of the field. Think about
it: how many of you had even a day about fungi in your

undergraduate introductory biology class, or any mention of fungi in high school or grade school? How many
colleges and universities don’t have even one course on
fungi? The answers to these questions are likely depressing, but telling.
Second, fungi are cryptic. Outside the classroom
people are surrounded by fungi but usually don’t see
them, because the fungal world is largely invisible until
one acquires the eyes to see it. Most fungi are completely microscopic, and even those that produce macroscopic structures typically do so for short and often unpredictable times. The cryptic nature of fungi is the polar
opposite of what I call the “Bambi effect”, people can
naturally relate to cute furry mammals and charismatic
megafauna. This is due in part to the behaviors that animals exhibit that remind us of human behavior, but it is
also reinforced by the fact that we see a lot of animals
every day in real life, movies, television, the web, and
books. As a result of this connection with animals and
the exposure to them most people that ultimately become
biologist start with an interest in animals.
Continued on following page

Fig 1. Mycological Society of San Francisco’s fungus fair. The fair is an annual event that started in 1970. It includes displays of mushrooms from the area, provides on-sight mushroom
identifications, activities for children, and public lectures on fungi. The photo shows a small
piece of the exhibit that took place in the Lawrence Hall of Science in 2009.
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The importance of fungi is also cryptic. The public
rarely knows that the beer they drink, the drugs that
take, the crops they eat, and the forests that the whole
biosphere depends upon are all directly related to fungal activities. They might recognize a mushroom on
their pizza, the mold on their strawberries and maybe a
case of athlete’s foot as fungal issues, but most of the
importance of the fungal world is completely missed by
even a fairly educated sample of the public. Contrast
this with bacteria, another cryptic group of organisms.
Most of the important bacterial functions are similarly
missed by the public, but almost everyone knows that
bacteria cause important human diseases. This single
functional difference helps insure that students line up
to take required microbiology courses, while mycology
courses remain unrequired, unoffered, or unfilled.
Finally fungi are taxonomically difficult. Their microscopic nature often reduces our options for differentiating species to vanishing subtle morphological distinctions. For dedicated taxonomists this may not be a
huge problem, any more than the Saturday New York
Times crossword puzzle is to a puzzle master. But for
an ecologist who wants to study what fungi do, rather
than what they are called, it erects a significant barrier.
It essentially requires that such a person either becomes
a fungal taxonomist in addition to being an ecologist, or
that they find a taxonomic expert who has the time and
interest to collaborate.
Together these factors cause a negative feedback
loop that that makes it difficult for the field to expand.
How can we change this? Obviously some of the factors discussed above cannot be changed. These are
what I call the intrinsic barriers to expanding the field:
fungi will remain cryptic and relatively hard to identify
morphologically, and their importance will be hidden
from those that are not taught to see it. But the impact
of these factors can be reduced, and I think we can start
to create a positive feedback with the right moves. I
will focus on one part of solution in this column teaching and outreach.
Teaching and outreach are absolutely critical to
expanding the field. Those employed as faculty at colleges or universities have a golden opportunity to reach
an ideal audience for expanding our field, and this audience can be reached at multiple levels. Visibility for
the field can be increased by courses that perk interest
in the first two years of college. This can be achieved
by making sure that fungal examples are included in introductory courses in biology, microbiology, or ecology and by offering a non-majors course on fungi. Dave
Rizzo and Tom Gordon at University of California
Davis provide an excellent example of the latter strategy. They starting offering a course entitled “Mush-

rooms, Molds, and Society” in 1997. According to
Dave the first year they taught the course to 25 students, and a couple years ago they were teaching it
every quarter to 600 students! I’m sure that Dave and
Tom are great teachers, but they were also clever
enough to get the course listed as fulfilling multiple requirements in the Science and Society curriculum. This
was probably an essential step, as students today don’t
have much time for purely elective courses.
Mushrooms are our charismatic megafauna equivalents, and for that reason some mycologists I know
seem to look down on them as sort of “mycology lite”.
But I was interested to read in Cathy Cripps’ (2010)
memorial to Orson Miller, that Orson “lead students
‘down the garden path’ by introducing them first to the
large, fleshy fungi for relative ease of identification;
only later were the complexities of difficult groups
such as the Pyrenomycetes revealed.” Thinking along
similar lines, I offered a mushroom identification
course to non-majors. The first time I taught it I offered
it in the evening because that was the only time when
all seven of the students interested in it could attend.
Two years ago, I filled two sections of the course with
52 students, and had to turn away many others due to
limited lab space. I routinely see many of these student
again in introductory mycology, and I was happy to see
that Primrose Boynton, one of students from the very
first year I taught the course, went on to study fungi as
a PhD student at Harvard.
Outreach to high schools and grade schools is also
essential, and here people employed outside of academia can easily contribute. Career days, science fairs,
and fieldtrips are ready made venues for fungal outreach, and it’s not hard to talk local teachers into other
innovative projects. If you have never interacted with
your local schools, try it, its amazingly rewarding. Nick
Rosenstock, one of my recent graduate students provides a great example. He became involved with a local
grade school on an ongoing gardening project, and expanded it to fungi by bringing oyster mushroom kits
and a couple of microscopes. The students heard about
the mushroom life cycle, saw hyphae and mycelium,
and watched mushrooms grow in their class. You can
bet that some of those students will remember what a
mushroom is and with luck some may find their way to
studying them later in life.
Outreach to the general public is another avenue to
expand the public awareness of fungi. In larger cities
the amateur mushroom clubs are our natural allies in
this goal. In my area I am continually impressed by the
high level of taxonomic knowledge that members of
these clubs possess. This is largely due to legacy effect
Continued on following page
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of Harry Thiers, who worked closely with these groups
during his 30 years on the faculty at San Francisco
State University. Dennis Desjardin, and more recently
Else Vellinga, have helped carry on this tradition. The
time invested by them has been returned many times
over by impact of these clubs have had on public
awareness of fungi. The best example are fungus fairs
hosted by these clubs that bring thousands of people in
door every year to see the local mushrooms, and the
best part is that lots of kids come to these events (Fig
1).
There is no outreach tool like the web, so how is
mycology doing there? Certainly there are lots of mycological websites. Some provide research tools that
we all use such as Index Fungorum and Mycobank, and
many individual labs have interesting and useful information posted. But for public outreach and especially
for mushroom identification, the amateur mycological
community has really come through with some beautiful and innovative sites (see below). The Mushroom
Observer web site is near the top of my list for innovation. It offers an interactive site that allows people from
all over the world to post mushroom images, observations and comments. If you have never posted an observation or a comment on Mushroom observer, put it
on your to-do list now, and don’t feel limited to mushrooms. Any fungus is fair game. It’s a simple exercise,
and the amateur community will appreciate any informed input you have to offer.
Wikipedia and Tree of Life are potentially the most
effective outreach, because people can stumble into
fungi while reading more generally, and these are both
sites that pre-college students are likely turn to when
researching reports for school. Both sites currently
offer useful fungal content but would certainly benefit
from broader input from the mycological community.
Tree of Life content was increased greatly by a concerted effort from the NSF funded AFTOL project, but
still has along way to go. Wikipedia as far as I know,
has never had a directed effort from the mycological
community. But the important point is that both sites
are open to your input, and I encourage you to explore
them today; find an entry you think needs improvement, and work on it.
There is another obvious undeveloped potential on
the web: where are online mycology courses? Maybe
they are there, and I missed them (and will surely hear
about them now after writing this), but try a Google
search yourself and see if you can find them. If they are
there, they are not obvious. In this area mycology is not
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special. The whole issue of on line courses is just starting, and it is mainly motivated by profit. But from the
perspective of someone who would like to see mycology more broadly accessible I think we have an addition
motive: online courses might be the only way to reach
students that do not otherwise have access to a mycology course at the college they attend.
Teaching and outreach are not new, but perhaps
they are easy to ignore or to slight because we have
many other demands from our jobs and studies. In writing about them here my goal was to bring them back to
the forefront on your thoughts. Everyone reading this
probably had one or more teachers that were critical to
their career choice. I’m talking about the type of
teacher that if they were not in your past you would not
be a mycologist today. Think about that for a minute
and then work to return that favor to the next generation
of mycologists.
By the way, if you see teaching mycology as part
of your future, the next FESIN workshop is for you.
The workshop will take place just before the Fairbanks MSA meeting and it will focus on innovative
teaching methods in mycology. Here is link:
http://www.bio.utk.edu/fesin/FESIN2011/Fesin2011_a
pplication.htm
Here are some interesting amateur websites to explore, be sure to look at Mushroom observer:
Mykoweb: http://www.mykoweb.com/
Mushroom hobby: California and beyond:
http://www.mushroomhobby.com/
Mushroom observer:
http://mushroomobserver.org/
Here are the links to the fungal sections of Tree of Life
and Wikipedia. If you haven’t looked at these recently
take a moment to do so.
The Fungal part of the Tree of Life project:
http://tolweb.org/Fungi/2377
The entry point to Wikipedia fungal pages:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fungus

Reference

Cripps, C. L. 2010. Orson K. Miller Jr, 1930-2006. Mycologia
102:1216-1220.
Tom Bruns
Dept. Plant & Microbial Biology
UC Berkeley

MSA BUSINESS
Secretary’s Report
Greetings everyone! By the time you read
this, it will be time to be on the look-out for
early spring mushrooms and order your airplane
tickets for the MSA annual meeting in Fairbanks, AK! Enjoy!

Reminder: Renewing your MSA membership
is easier than ever! Just log in to the MSA website at http://www.msafungi.org. There is now
an email reminder system available if you have
forgotten your MSA user id or password.

Council Business: There were three email polls
approved by MSA Council since my last report.
Sabine Huhndorf and Lee Taylor were approved as Associate Editors of Mycologia, and
$4000 was made available for speaker travel
support for the Latin American Mycological
Congress that is being held in Costa Rica in
July, 2011.

REMINDER: MSA Directory Update. Is
your information up-to-date in the MSA directory? The Society is relying more and more on
email to bring you the latest MSA news, awards
announcements and other timely information,
and our newsletter. To ensure that you receive
Society blast emails and the Inoculum as soon
as it comes out, and so that your colleagues can
keep in touch, please check the accuracy of your
Jessie Glaeser,
New Members: It is my pleasure to extend a
email address and contact information in the onSecretary
warm welcome to new or returning members.
(Photo by Tom Volk)
line directory. This can be accessed via our web
Their membership will be formally approved at
site at www.msafungi.org. If you need assisthe 2011 Annual Business Meeting in Fairtance with updating your membership informabanks, AK.
tion, please contact our Association Manager at Allen Press,
the always-helpful Kay Rose at krose@allenpress.com.
Brazil: Bianca Denise Barbosa Silva
Please do not hesitate to contact me about MSA BusiCanada: Robert Thomas William
ness or any questions that you may have about the Society.
Norway: Marte Jertine Skogen
Please remember to renew your membership for 2011! In
United States: Sebastian Albu, Cynthia Anderson, Ed Barge,
recent years we have suffered an alarming decline in memAshley Craig, Griffin Cummings, Maribeth Oakes Hassett,
bership and it would be wonderful to reverse this trend. The
Jessica C Hogan, Lynnaun Johnson, Bethany Kennedy,
first step is for everyone who is currently a member to renew
Zachary Kennedy, Erin Lonergan, Daniel F Marion, Michael
for the upcoming year. And don’t forget to recommend MSA
Matheny, Geromy G Moore, Samuel R Pattison, Gerald N
to your amateur or professional colleagues who are interestPresley, Jakob Riddle, Jorge A Rojas, Laura Lee Sims,
ed in fungi – be they pathologists, geneticists, ecologists, or
Demetra Skaltsas, Linda Van Diepen, Sagar Yeraballi.
people who like to wander around in the woods. There is
room in MSA for all!
Emeritus Members: There were no requests for emeritus
status since my last report.
Jessie A. Glaeser
MSA Secretary

Minutes of the MSA 2011 Executive Council Meeting
Jessie A. Glaeser, Secretary
Sunday, February 27, 2011,
via conference call
Call to Order
and Approval of Minutes
1. The 2011 Midyear Executive Council
Meeting was called to order by President Thomas
Bruns at 1500 EST on Sunday, February 27, 2011.
Present were MSA Executive Council members
President Tom Bruns, President Elect (PE) David
Hibbett, Vice President (VP) Mary Berbee, Secretary Jessie Glaeser, Treasurer Marc Cubeta, and
Past President (PP) Rytas Vilgalys. Mycologia Editor-in-Chief (EC) Jeff Stone and Managing Editor
(ME) Karen Snetselaar were present as invited participants, as was Erik Hobbie, who is working on
the 2012 meeting at Yale University with VP Hibbett. President Bruns thanked PP Vilgalys for initiating the idea of a mid-year conference call, thus
significantly reducing costs. Secretary Jessie
Glaeser had emailed all attendees an Executive
Council packet before the meeting that included

the Agenda; the minutes from the 2010 annual
Council meeting (held in Lexington, KY) and Executive Council meeting (held by conference call);
an updated MSA Roster; and midyear reports.
MOTION: (approved unanimously) moved
by President Bruns that the minutes from the
2010 Executive Council meeting be approved.
Old Business Arising
from the Minutes:
2. President Bruns questioned an item from
the 2010 Council meeting in which Jason Stajich
was going to look into links with Pubmeds.
Action Item: Secretary Glaeser will determine
whether progress has been made on this project.
3. Previous discussions of meeting venues
have concentrated on 2012 (Yale) and 2013
(Austin, TX with APS). Vice President Berbee
will oversee the 2015 meeting, but a venue still
needs to be found for 2014.

Action Item: President Bruns and PE Hibbett will look into potential venue sites, possibly
in the North or the West, along with selecting possible Local Organizing Committee representatives. They will report their findings at the 2011
Council meeting in Fairbanks.
Officers’ Reports
(excluding financial matters)
4. President
President Bruns presented his report by discussing three proposed amendments to the Bylaws
that will be placed on the annual ballot for voting
by the general membership, assuming approval by
Council. These amendments are:
A. Appointment of “amateur” mycologists to the
Committee for Liaison with Amateur Mycological Clubs & Societies. The committee
would change to 4 member committee with 2
amateurs and 2 professionals. The definition
of “amateurs” will be kept ambiguous so as not
Continued on following page
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to be overly restrictive. The intention is to appoint amateurs of high scientific stature.
B. Change of the Endowment Committee from a
Standing to Rotating Committee. This committee has many duties including organizing
and running the annual auction; a 4-year appointment as Chair – the person who does the
majority of the work – has been very onerous.
Changing the committee to a Rotating Committee will divide up the work by allowing
committee members to rotate through different
responsibilities. Current Chair Karen Hughes
has already started organizing the new committee structure and duties of its members.
C. Institute a requirement that candidates for the
offices of Vice President, Treasurer, Secretary,
Editor-in-Chief of Mycologia, Managing Editor of Mycologia, and Inoculum Editor be restricted to tenured faculty or scientists in nontenure track positions due to the harm that
excessive time demands of these positions can
cause to young faculty members. President
Bruns cited several instances where young faculty members were denied tenure and stated
that service in professional societies does not
count for much in tenure discussions. This resulted in spirited discussion, and the amendment was revised so that it is not an absolute
requirement but a strong recommendation.
Action item: President Bruns will edit the
wording of the three proposed changes for the bylaws and send to EC for comment. After EC comments, Secretary Glaeser will send to Council for
approval and subsequent inclusion on ballot (assuming approval by Council).
President Bruns also corrected his written report to state that all committee positions have been
filled except for positions on the Membership
Committee (2 positions) and the Environmental
Health/Medical Mycology Committee (1 position). Dennis E. Desjardin recently resigned from
the Endowment Committee, so that position will
need to be refilled.
Action item: All EC members are asked to
provide President Bruns with names of people to
serve on these committees.
5. President-Elect
Update on 2012 meeting (with Erik Hobbie).
The 2012 meeting will be held at Yale University.
The contract with the Omni Hotel needs to be approved (information provided in packet). Signing
the contract will enable the Yale conference staff
to lock in the time as a campus-sponsored event.
The Letter of Agreement with the Omni Hotel
commits to 100 rooms for 4 nights at $159/night.
The block of rooms can be reduced by 20% by
Dec 22, 2011, and at other times prior to arrival so
it will be possible to scale back if registration appears low. The banquet and poster session(s) will
be located at the hotel (about 3 blocks from campus) while the other events will be held on campus. President Bruns stated that this is a very typical setup for a meeting but questioned some
expenses on the proposed spreadsheet. PE Hibbett
replied that this was an estimated budget only and
can be changed. PE Hibbett also mentioned that
the Conference Services Office can take care of
meeting abstracts and registrations.
MOTION: (approved unanimously) that the
contract with the Omni Hotel be approved.

Action Item: PE Hibbett will contact Omni
Hotel to approve contract.
6. Vice President
2011 Election. VP Berbee reported that 31
nominations were received for the offices of Vice
President and the 4 Councilor positions. She is
currently contacting people to see if they will
serve and is waiting for recommendations from
Nominations Committee. VP Berbee and PE Hibbett are working on language to revise the MOP
on the nominations procedure.
Action Item: VP Berbee will refine language
on nominations process in MOP and send to Sec.
.Glaeser for incorporation.
7. Secretary
Secretary Glaeser referred to her written report
and also sought clarification on whether undergraduate students can apply for Mentor Travel
Awards. The Awards Coordinator and several
committee chairs wanted direction on this topic
and suggested that the matter be brought to counsel. The consensus was that undergraduates had
received funds in the past, albeit rarely, and that
the MOP should be revised to allow the committees to make this decision on a case-by-case basis.
There was also a short discussion about the proposal, currently before Council, to support the
Latin American Mycological Congress. With
input from the Treasurer, it was decided to continue with the Council vote without further discussion.
Officers’ Reports –
Financial and Publications
8. Treasurer
Treasurer Cubeta stated that he is still learning
the duties and how to transact the activities of
Treasurer. It is a challenging transition and takes
about six months of working with the previous
Treasurer for full transition of duties. Former
Treasurer Sabine Huhndorf is assisting in the transition; operating accounts at Wells Fargo are still
in her name until all financial affairs are resolved.
They are in the process of changing banks and
were required to obtain a copy of the Articles of
Incorporation of MSA, which has delayed this
process.
Bonding: Treasurer Cubeta recommended that
the Treasurer become bonded. This is inexpensive
and provides insurance against the loss of funds
due to unknown occurrences. It was decided that
this did not need Council or EC approval and the
cost could be taken out of incidental funds designated to the Treasurer in the MOP.
Liability Insurance: The discussion of bonding
led to the issue of liability insurance that came up
for the IMC in August, 2010. In the past, MSA
has had liability insurance but there is no institutional memory of how this insurance was obtained
or when it lapsed.
Action Item: Treasurer Cubeta and ME
Snetselaar will research records about the previous insurance policy and see that it is renewed.
Developing a relationship with Allen Press.
Treasurer Cubeta is still puzzled about the Society’s relationship with Allen Press. Managing Editor Snetselaar stated that there is quite a bit of
overlap between the duties of Treasurer and Managing Editor in relation to Allen Press so she can
help explain this interaction.

Action Item: ME Snetselaar will work with
Treasurer Cubeta to give him a better understanding of interactions of MSA with Allen Press.
Endowment accounts and awards – Referring
to his written report, Treasurer Cubeta stated that
many of the endowment accounts are sitting at the
minimum level and do not generate enough interest to pay travel awards, especially since interest
levels are currently very low. Interest income is
subsidized with other monies to pay these awards.
It is desirable to keep the endowments at a certain
level so they are not subsidized too much. President Bruns commented that the last two MSA
meetings made money for the society so that it is
good to continue to subsidize student travel with
noncommitted funds. PE Hibbett questioned the
cost of the 2010 Karling lecture ($5000). This expense was high since it included travel expenses
by Dr. Sally Smith from Australia with a $500
honorarium. The 2011 Karling lecture will be
much less expensive since a domestic speaker has
been invited
Publication Expenses. The publication expenses were examined in the written Treasurer’s
Report. There was a question on a line item for
“Marketing” with “$0.” ME Snetselaar explained
that these were expenses that were incurred in the
past (2008). EC Stone suggested that discounted
subscription services (5% discount) could be
tracked as a marketing expense, especially since it
is costly.
8. Editor-in-Chief of Mycologia
EC Stone reported that the operational publication of Mycologia is going well. The journal is
running smoothly, quality is high, the number of
submissions has increased dramatically, up 30 –
40% over the past 6 – 7 years. EC Stone is looking to increase the number of Assistant Editors
(MOP specifies a suggested maximum of 18).
The current acceptance rate is now lower than in
the past and stands at approximately 50%. Time
from submission to first decision is approximately
40 days with final decision in 70 days. Authors
have responded very positively to this increased
turn-around-time. This has a positive effect in increasing submissions of high quality manuscripts
since authors now realize that Mycologia is not
slow to publish. This can serve as a strategy for
counteracting decreasing subscription and membership numbers. In Volume 103, the pdf files of
manuscripts will have active hyperlinks for
DOI’s; this helps to integrate Mycologia into online publishing. The Open Access option, approved at the 2010 Council meeting, where an author can pay $1000 to allow free access to a paper
has not generated a lot of interest to date but is
being incorporated gradually.
Rick Kerrigan, Chair of the Editorial Advisory
Committee, has announced that he is stepping
down so EC Stone will need to find a new appointee. EC Stone stated that this was very disappointing since they had many thoughts on how to
involve the EAC in promoting the journal and providing guidance on publication. EC Stone needs
good ideas for someone who would make the EAC
useful and offer ideas on topics, such as data mining, and provide other advice and guidance. Careful and strategic selection is needed for this.
In the EC Report is a list from High Wire of the
most frequently accessed and most highly cited articles. The most highly cited papers tend to be reviews on fungal biology, especially those of interest
to veterinary and medical science, or landmark paContinued on following page
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pers on important aspects of mycology. Review papers are lined up for the next 3 issues of Mycologia.
9. Managing Editor
Expenses of publication. Increasing subscription levels to institutions have made up for membership declines in the past few years but this is no
longer the case. The apparent expenses of publication for 2011 appear to be higher but that is because UNM was not paid for Jerry Herbert’s salary
in 2009 and 2010. This has now been rectified so
expenses appear higher because this cost was deferred to 2011. PE Hibbett inquired how the length
of the journal related to the expense of publication.
ME Snetselaar explained that a publication length
of 180 – 200 pages per issue is the optimal length
but that recent issues have been longer than that so
they are more expensive to produce. There has
been discussion between EC Stone and ME Snetselaar about the possibility of routinely increasing
the size of the journal to 200 -230 pages. If this occurs, it will cost more to produce. Institution subscriptions, which allow readers to access the journal on-line, are decreasing because libraries have
reduced funding. Institutional subscriptions subsidize the personal subscriptions of members. In the
future, it might be possible to make up this income
with open access payments. The cost of online
publications are approximately still 2/3 the cost of
hard copy publications since many costs are fixed.
Currently MSA members can request on-line access only (with no hard copy journal), but there is
no price differential to encourage on-line memberships. PE Hibbett observed that a less expensive
membership class, with on-line access only, would
increase MSA memberships, especially among students. This would train people to go to on-line versions so that the printed version could be eventually dropped. PE Hibbett proposes talking to Allen
Press about membership options and perhaps inviting them to a Council meeting (or perhaps having
MSA representatives travel to Lawrence, Kansas
to meet with Allen Press representatives directly).
PE Hibbett would like to see a situational analysis
from Allen Press discussing how other journals are
adapting to online access modes and dealing with
competition. EC Stone stated that Allen Press has
an annual meeting every year and that MSA has
not taken advantage of some of the resources that
they offer.

Action item: ME Snetselaar will put together
a proposal that would lay out a less expensive
membership rate for online access only, especially
for students, and a rationale to follow with respect
to pricing as the number of print subscriptions
might decrease over time. She will also follow up
with Allen Press to see about making the membership website better, and making it possible to
switch to online membership via the website.
[Note: Secretary Glaeser investigated Allen
Press website and determined that their annual
seminar on “Emerging Trends in Scholarly Publishing” is being held in Washington D.C. on April
14, 2011. Cost of the seminar is $165. Information is available at:
http://allenpress.com/events/2011seminar/program.
They also have an analysis of scientific journal
price changes from 2010.]
10. President Elect (publications and membership report)
As part of his report, PE Hibbett described
some suggestions about improving MSA publications and addressing declining membership. He believes that Mycologia is working very well and has
become a high quality journal, but there are issues
of declining membership and competition from
other mycological journals. One possible way to
increase membership would be to have additional
membership categories, such as a lower priced
membership for scientists from developing nations.
Other activities that would stimulate interest in Mycologia were discussed. President Bruns described
how New Phytologist asks authors to provide
names and contact information for 10 colleagues
who would be interested in receiving a pdf of newly
published papers (before publication). EC Stone
asserted that Mycologia could probably do this, perhaps with assistance from Allen Press or HighWire
by modification of the web form for manuscript
submission. ME Snetselaar suggested that the
EAC, Councilors or Associate Editors could pick
out important manuscripts to highlight, perhaps
writing a short perspective on why they think a
paper is exceptional. Such papers could be designated “Councilor’s Choice” or “Editor’s Choice.”
Action Item: VP Hibbett will edit and refine
his report and send it to EC Stone and ME Snetse-

laar for comment. The report will then be sent to
the Editorial Advisory Board and the Membership
Committee for a focused discussion at the annual
meeting in Fairbanks. The report should be sent to
the EAC shortly before the annual meeting so that
it is fresh in everyone’s mind.
Action Item: VP Hibbett would like to include Allen Press in this discussion of membership categories and improvements to the journal,
either through email, conference call, or attendance at the MSA or Allen Press meeting.
Action Item: EC Stone will determine
whether it is feasible to implement a pdf-dissemination system for Mycologia.
Additional Business
11. Request from Ron Petersen on decision
about MSA archives.
President Bruns suggested that Ron Petersen be
invited to the Council meeting in Fairbanks to present his ideas to the full Council. It would also be
beneficial to invite Don Pfister since the Harvard
herbarium has the capacity to do this type of work.
Action Item: Bruns will invite Ron Petersen
and Don Pfister to the 2011 Council Meeting in
Fairbanks, AK to discuss MSA archiving needs.
12. PE Hibbett questioned whether MSA
should give a response to David Minter’s column in Inoculum that was critical of MSA for not
lobbying to affect scientific policy.
Action Item: President Bruns will address
some of these issues in the next President’s Column of Inoculum in a positive manner, discussing
ways in which we can expand support and influence the field of mycology.
13. Motion (accepted unanimously) brought by
President Bruns to adjourn the meeting at 1800
EST. President Bruns thanked all participants.
Action Item: Secretary Glaeser will provide
participants with a short list of action items prior
to dissemination of meeting minutes.

MSA Midyear Reports, February 27, 2011
President’s Mid-year Report
I have been in contact with John Sherwood <sherwood@uga.edu>, the
current APS president, and have expressed our interest in a joint MSA/APS
meeting in 2013 in Austin TX. APS council has now confirmed the joint
meeting and John Sherwood emailed me back on Aug 9, 2010. The Society
of Nematologists, will also be at this joint meeting.
Most committee appointments have now been made. The three exceptions
are 1) the Biodiversity committee, and 2) the Environmental Health and
Medical mycology committee, and 3) the endowments committee. I am open
to suggestions for these appointments. [Secretary’s note: The Biodiversity
Committee is at full strength, but the Membership Committee needs two positions filled.]
I propose several changes to the Bylaws.
1) I would like to change the endowment committee from a “standing
committee” to a “rotating committee”. I suggest this change because the
chair of that committee is now a time consuming task, primarily because of auction related work, and rather than appoint someone to the chair it for four years,
it makes more sense for people to rotate up to the job. Karen Hughes, the current chair, has been working on spelling out the roles for each member of the
committee under the assumption that it will become a rotating committee.

2) I would like to change the size of the Liaison with Amateur Mycological Clubs committee from 3 to 4 and add wording to suggest that the
committee should be balanced with 2 amateurs and 2 professional mycologists. The reason for this change is that our membership includes many
top-notch amateurs, who could add much to this committee, and having both
amateurs and professionals on it would help achieve the liaison function of
it. In preparation for this change, I appointed Nathan Wilson (the author of
the Mushroom Observer website) to this committee.
3) I want to change the requirement for the following senior MSA officers: Vice President, Treasurer, Secretary, Editor-in-chief of Mycologia, Managing Editor of Mycologia, and Inoculum Editor. The change I
propose is that candidates for these positions must have achieved tenure IF
they are in tenure-track positions. I propose this change not because untenured
officers are not diligent or qualified for these jobs. In fact recent history has
proven that they are often highly capable. But I believe that the time required
to do the jobs well, hurts rather than helps these people achieve tenure, and I
do not believe the short-term benefit to MSA should outweigh the long-term
benefit of having some of our most diligent colleagues achieve tenure. These
are all positions that take significant amounts of time, and I believe we should
Continued on following page
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lean on our more senior members to step up to these challenges, rather than
recruiting junior faculty that are often too willing to say yes. Two recent cases
show this is a serious problem. Let’s avoid repeating this.
—Thomas Bruns, President
President-Elect’s Mid-year Report
1. Thoughts on ways to strengthen Mycologia and to improve MSA
membership numbers. During my tenure as MSA President, I hope to find
ways to improve the visibility and prestige of Mycologia, and to slow or reverse the decline in the MSA membership. To those ends, I have been thinking of a series of actions that could be taken and which I hope we can begin
to discuss this year. I do not expect to resolve these issues immediately. Consultation will be needed with the Mycologia Editorial Advisory Board, the
MSA Membership Committee, and perhaps Allen Press. Some of the proposals below would require that we identify sources of additional labor or
funding. I am grateful to Jeff Stone and Karen Snetselaar who have already
provided some feedback on these matters.
If the Council agrees, an edited version of this section of the report could
be sent to the Editorial Advisory Board, the MSA Membership Committee,
and Allen Press, and we could return to these issues at the 2011 Council
meeting in Fairbanks.
Strengthening Mycologia
Mycologia is looking great, and the journal is running very smoothly,
thanks to Jeff, Karen, the Associate Editors, and Allen Press. At the same
time, I am concerned about our impact factor and competition from other
mycological journals, particularly Fungal Genetics and Biology and the publications of the British Mycological Society, which are published by Elsevier. The 2009 impact factors for mycology journals (http://www.sciencewatch.com/dr/sci/10/aug29-10_2/) indicate that Mycologia is holding its
own in the five-year and 29-year impact factors. However, the most recent
two-year impact factors place Mycologia last among the ten mycology journals that are compared. I realize that the impact factor is far from perfect, but
it affects the choice of publication venue for many authors, so we have to
take it seriously.
There are a couple of overarching issues regarding the journal, including
a shift to on-line only publication and the choice of publishers. I personally
think that we should not drop the print publication yet, but I can see that we
probably will want to do that eventually. I would like to encourage people to
take up the on-line subscription option by making it cheaper than the print
subscription (see below). Also, I think we should explore what other publishers might offer, and the cost associated. Changing publishers might give
us an opportunity to re-launch the journal and attract attention in the process.
I am not saying that we must change publishers, but I think we should understand what our options are. Unlike the BMS, I see no need to change the
name of our journal, however.
With that, here are some specific options that could be considered:
1. Highlight the significant recent developments in the journal through improved
marketing, web presence, etc. Allen Press could be helpful here. New (or resurrected) features that we need to promote include the following:
• MSA Presidential address articles (first article in issue 1).
• Open Access option and price.
• Fasttrack option.
2. Request that all Karling lecture speakers submit a corresponding review article. It is great that Sally Smith agreed to do this for her 2010 lecture—thanks
to Jeff for setting this up. In the future, we should make this request when issuing invitations to Karling speakers, and include this in the guidelines for the
Karling committee in the MOP. Perhaps Karling papers should be free open
access?
3. Ask organizers of symposia at MSA meetings to commit to writing a review
article based on the symposium when they submit their proposal. Make this a
requirement for receiving MSA funds for symposia.
4. Solicit yet more reviews. I understand that we have been trying, and I realize
that it is a huge hassle to track these down. Perhaps Associate Editors could be
deputized to make the contacts? Some possibilities:
• Jim Anderson: artificial evolution in fungal model systems
• Michelle Momany: fungal cell growth
• Taina Lundell (or Dan Cullen, or Martin Hofrichter): genetics and biochemistry of fungal decay
• Francois Lutzoni and Jolanta Miadlikowska: lichen-inhabiting microbes
(fungi and prokaryotes)
• Bitty Roy: mushroom mimicry in orchids
• Bob Blanchette: decay fungi in historical structures in the arctic and antarctic
• Annemieke Verbekken: changing taxonomic concepts in Russula and Lactarius
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5.
6.

7.

8.

• Timothy James: Diversity and origins of the frog chytrid, Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis
• Mike Coffey (or Andre Levesque): historical and emerging Phytophthora
plant diseases
• Mike and Brenda Wingfield: mycology in Africa
• Joe Heitman: Cryptococcus
• David Blehert and Andrea Gargas: white nose syndrome in bats
• Jim Trappe: truffles
Publish lists of the most-cited papers each year to supplement list of top 50
most-cited papers on web site (e.g., in 2009, publish the list of the most-cited
papers that were published in 2007 and cited in 2008).
This one will be controversial: For taxonomic studies, favor articles that are of
broad interest, i.e., ones that address significant problems in evolution and/or
treat large, important, or particularly interesting taxa. This is not a molecules
vs. morphology issue. For example, I think that a monographic study that treats
a large group but does not include phylogenetic analyses could be an important contribution. Similarly, type studies can be nomenclaturally significant
and have historical interest. However, papers that describe small numbers of
new species should probably be rejected unless they are determined to be particularly important taxa. Purely descriptive molecular phylogenetic studies that
do not include some significant elements regarding, for example, character
evolution, biogeography, molecular clock analyses, or taxonomy should also
probably be rejected. Systematics is our core discipline, and we get lots of submissions in this area, so I think we can and should be very selective in this field.
EAB input is definitely required here.
Publish Perspectives articles to accompany/highlight particularly important research articles. Could include a spot on the review form for reviewers to indicate if they think that the article is particularly noteworthy, and appropriate for
a Perspective piece, and to allow reviewers to indicate whether they would be
willing to submit a Perspective. Make Perspectives article free open access?
Create an “Editor’s Choice” award for the best paper with a student member
of MSA as lead author in each volume (by a vote of Editor and Associate Editors?). Publish notice in Mycologia and announce the winner at annual meeting. This was also discussed at the 2010 MSA Council meeting and was to go
to the Editorial Advisory Committee. Did it go further?

Increasing MSA membership
1. Make page charges in Mycologia mandatory for papers where corresponding author is not a member of MSA. Alternatively, require that corresponding authors be MSA members at time of submission.
2. Reduce cost of student membership.
3. Reduce cost of on-line only membership, for both regular and student
members—these should be half the cost of the on-line and print membership. Why are these now the same price as the print memberships?
4. Create a membership category for developing nations, with on-line only
version of the journal, at a rate equal to the cost of a student membership.
Create a comparable student membership for developing nations as well.
5. Send e-mail to all MSA members and corresponding authors of articles in
Mycologia in the last three years, announcing new policies regarding
MSA membership and publication, and new pricing for students, on-line
only publications, and memberships in developing nations. Consider developing an attractive hard-copy flyer with this information to include in
meeting packets at Fungal Genetics, ICOM, BMS, and other mycological
meetings (expensive!).
6. Explore ways to increase the number of sustaining members.
2. Plans for MSA 2012. Please see the attached materials from Susan
Adler, who is our contact at Yale, including a preliminary tentative budget;
a quote from the Omni hotel; an e-mail with example of a registration form
with abstract submission; and a campus map. During the mid-year meeting,
I hope that we can develop a rough timetable for planning the meeting, and
specifically discuss the registration and abstract submission process. I would
like to take this opportunity to thank Erik Hobbie, who has been tremendously helpful in the planning process to date.
—David Hibbett, President Elect
Vice President’s Midyear Report
Nominations for elections
After consulting with me, Secretary Jessie Glaeser sent a blast message on
Jan. 3 2011 to all MSA members requesting nominations for VP and for four
council positions; Cell biology/physiology; Genetics/molecular biology;
Systematics/evolution; and Ecology/pathology.
We received 35 nominations so far, and expect more before the nominations close on February 15. Each open council slot has four or more nominees, with some repeat nominations for the same person for each open posiContinued on following page

tion. Nomination patterns show that grassroots organization helped generate
support for candidates or slates of candidates.
I have shared the lists of nominees received to date with Greg Mueller,
Chair of the Nominations Committee and await the slate of candidates from
his committee. I will select a second slate of candidates consisting of the
nominees with most nominations sent in by the membership for each position. I will contact the nominees from the Nominations Committee and from
the membership to check whether they are willing to serve and if they are,
add their names on the spring ballot.
I propose we add discussion on revision of the MOP text involving nominations to the midyear agenda. To make sure that elections are as transparent as possible, the MOP should specify even more clearly what it takes to
appear on the ballot.
—Mary Berbee

•

•
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•
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•
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Secretary’s Midyear Report
Activities since 2010 annual meeting:
Contacted committees and new officers, as new appointments made by the
President, providing contact information for new and old members and a
copy of the appropriate section of the Manual of Operations that describe
their responsibilities. Updated emails and contacted delinquent committee
members about renewing MSA membership as required.
Updated the list of officers and the directory. Provided copies to Inoculum
editor, MSA webmaster, and Mycologia Editor-in-Chief for publication.
Revised the Manual of Operations and sent the new edition to the MSA
Webmaster for posting on the MSA website.
Worked with President Bruns to organize student volunteers to staff MSA
welcome booth at IMC in Edinburgh, Scotland.
Conducted seven email polls of Council concerning approval of four Assistant Editors for Mycologia, the selection of the speaker for the Karling invited lecture for the 2010 annual meeting, and the decision to seek legal advice
on ownership of content of back issues of Mycologia.
Issued a call for items for the midyear meeting including midyear reports and
changes to the Manual of Operation.
Worked with Awards Coordinator Andy Methven to get awards committees
fully functional and announce awards deadlines through Inoculum (electronic version of December issue), MSA webpage, and blast emails to all members sent out on November with reminders in January and February.
Worked with Vice President and Nominations Committee to initiate call of
nominations for the offices of Vice President, Treasurer, and 4 Council
members. Sent out blast email seeking nominations in early January with reminders in mid-January and February.
Provided Inoculum editor with “MSA Secretary Email Express” for each
issue, which includes a list of: email polls of Council, new members, those
members who have requested Emeritus status, and deaths. Also included instructions for renewing MSA membership on-line.
Worked with President Bruns to organize agenda for midyear meeting. Made
arrangements for conference call connection. Contacted all officers and committee chairs to submit midyear reports.
Facilitated a blast email sent to the membership by Andy Miller, Chair of the
Program Committee, to solicit topics for symposia and workshops for the
2010 annual meeting.
Provided Dr. David Hawksworth with a column describing the MSA annual
meeting in Lexington, KY for the International Mycological Association
Newsletter.
Responded to numerous email inquiries about MSA, both from outside contacts and within the organization. Recommended whom people should contact for issues of nomenclature and other specialized requests.
—Jessie A. Glaeser
Treasurer’s Midyear Report

General
During fiscal year (FY) 2010 and FY2011, copies of two important Mycological Society of America (MSA) documents were obtained and are now
in possession of the Secretary and Treasurer. One of these documents was a
letter that provided information on the Internal Revenue Service tax status
for MSA and was received on 8 March 2010. This document was needed for
the MSA meeting in Lexington Kentucky (KY) for exemption from taxes on
certain products and services. The other document was a copy of the MSA
Articles of Incorporation, which was required for MSA to transfer checking
accounts from Douglas County Bank to US Bank. This document was received on 22 September 2010.
Awards, Meeting and Symposia Finances
For the 2010 meeting in Lexington KY, $24,400 was paid out in research,
student and travel awards. This included 14 Mentor Student Travel Awards

at $400 each ($5,600); Forest Fungal Ecology Award ($1,000); MartinBaker Award ($2,000); C.T. Rogerson Award ($1,000); C.J. Alexopoulos
Prize ($1,000); North American Mycological Association (NAMA) Memorial Fellowship ($2,000, given in honor of their 50th anniversary); Backus
Award ($1,000); two MSA Graduate Fellowships at $2,000 each ($4,000);
four MSA Graduate Student Research Prizes at $200 each ($800). For 2010,
the MSA Graduate Fellowships were paid from the operating account. The
awards for 2010 were paid out at approximately 4% interest income. There
were no applicants for the A.H. and H.V. Smith Research Award and no J.W.
Rippon Research Award was granted for 2010. MSA paid for eight international travel awards at $750 each ($6,000) for students and post-docs to attend the 9th International Mycological Congress (IMC) in Edinburgh Scotland.
For two symposia at the Lexington KY meeting, $3,000 was allocated,
and $2,226 was requested and paid out. A total of $5,786 was paid for the
Karling Lecture from the operating account.
A total of $32,412 was paid out for awards and symposia with $11,100
being paid from the endowment account and $21,312 from the operating account. MSA paid for council report binding ($170.50), trophies and postage
($211) and t-shirt production ($862). T-shirt and auction sales generated
$7,195 for the uncommitted endowment. Our share of revenue from the 2010
Lexington KY meeting is approximately $23,338.
MSA paid $8114.50 (equivalent to 5000 GDP wire transferred on 21 January 2011 at 1.6229 RT) to the British Mycological Society for our share of
the cost for the IMC social.
For the 2011 meeting in Fairbanks Alaska, $3000 has been advanced to
the meeting organizers. Because of the performance of our interest-bearing
accounts, I recommend that the variable-amount awards be funded assuming
approximately 4% interest on our investments again for this year. My recommendations are: $5,600 for the Mentor Student Travel Awards (either 11
at $500 or 14 at $400 each); Forest Fungal Ecology Award at $1,000 using
the remainder of the Stamets’ contribution from last year; Martin-Baker
Award at $2,000; C.T. Rogerson Award at $1,000; and Bartnicki-Garcia
Award at $500. The amounts for the following awards will remain the same;
J.W. Rippon Research Award ($500); C.J. Alexopoulos Prize ($1,000),
Backus Award ($1,000), NAMA ($2,000), A.H. and H.V. Smith Research
Award ($1,200), MSA Graduate Fellowships ($4,000 for two awards), and
the MSA Graduate Student Research Prizes ($800 for four awards). The recommendations are consistent with the amounts presented on our website.
Publication finances
For FY11 to date we have paid production costs for three issues of Mycologia. In FY10 we paid costs for six issues of Mycologia with production,
manuscript tracking, editorial office and online publication costs of
$213,930. Over the past three years, the average cost for the production of
Mycologia was $33,000 per issue. Allen Management costs for last year
were approximately $36,500 per year.
Expenses
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011 to date

Mycologia
250981
207479
236253
213930
149933

Publication Expense

FY 2011
to date
Inoculum
0
Management fees
1588
Author billing
1633
Back issue mailing
2246
Back issue storage
226
Base management fees
0
Online services
0
Renewal notices, ballots
593
TOTAL MANAGEMENT
6286
Mycologia
88252
Allentrack
2655
Editorial office
42,434
Marketing
0
Online Publication
16592
Reprints
0
Author reimbursement
0
TOTAL MYCOLOGIA
149,933.00
No. of issues per year
Cost per issue

3 issues

Management
34581
35432
35660
36656
6286

Inoculum
11575
3064
9033
6187
0

Total
pub costs
297151
245975
281146
256773
156219

FY2010

FY2009

FY2008

6187
1045
716
2405
320
28938
0
3232
36656
158117
5042
22,706
0
25949
516.5
1600
213,930.50

9033.47
567
1066.03
3,591.84
425.99
28,095.40
0
1913.48
35659.74
147,788.23
4,625.00
45,528.45
0.00
35,197.45
3,113.50

2391.58
3321.04
353.17
27180.00
141.8
2044.70
35432.29
118,390.44
3,317.50
54,235.20
600.00
8,812.14
5,968.30

236,252.63

191,323.58

6 issues
35,000/issue

8 issues
29,000/issue

6 issues
35,000/issue

3063.57

Continued on following page
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Membership
Membership has increased from this time last year (this year =765; mid
year 10=633) and subscriptions have increased from this time last year (this
year =486; mid year 10=363). At the end of FY2010, the numbers for both
membership and subscriptions continue to steadily decline. Subscription dollars are still increasing and if the yearly trend continues to the end of
FY2011, they will slightly surpass the previous year amount. For FY2010 we
raised subscription cost by 5% and for FY2011 we raised subscription costs
by 3%.

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

Members
1252
1342
1295
1226
1232
1185
1199
1134
1123
1083
765

Number of
Subscriptions
812
804
757
774
763
729
724
713
680
657
486

Income $ from
Members
Subscriptions
85462
122579
90037
138325
100305
126404
94875
151671
96277
156574
101992
142756
89971
170910
83339
197282
80834
211317
77670
212087
48694
157395
2011 fiscal year to date (31 Jan 2011)

Fund Name
Constantine J. Alexopoulos
Travel Fund
Alma Whiffen Barksdale/
John P. Raper
Travel Fund
Howard E. Bigelow
Travel Fund
Margret Barr Bigelow
Travel Fund
Edward E. Butler
Travel Fund
William C. Denison
Travel Fund
Harry Morton Fitzpatrick
Travel Fund
Fuller/Emerson/Whisler
Travel Fund
Gilbertson Travel Fund
Richard P. Korf
Travel Fund
Charles Kramer
Travel Fund
Everett S. Luttrell
Travel Fund
Orson K. Miller
Travel Fund
Harry D. Thiers
Travel Fund
James M. Trappe
Travel Fund
Francis A. (Bud) Uecker
Travel Fund
Kenneth Wells
Travel Fund
Total Mentor
Travel Funds

Totals as
of 31 July
2009

Direct contr
FY2010

Totals as
of 31 July
2010

Direct contr Totals as
FY11 thru of 31 Dec
31 Dec 2010
2010

10032

385

10417

0

10417

5694

100

5794

0

5794

9763

50

9813

50

9863

10263

250

10513

112.5

10625.5

8797

425

9222

0

9222

11584

50

11634

0

11634

8293

0

8293

0

8293

4546
10125

250
100

4796
10225

2000
100

6796
10325

8124

275

8399

202

8601

3999

6164.75

10163.75

0

10163.75

11104

300

11404

162.5

11566.5

20214

475

20689

600

21289

6522

660

7182

100

7282

7506

425

7931

300

8231

4740

200

4940

100

5040

3800

125

3925

0

3925

145106

10234.75

155340.75

3727

159067.75

18139

0

18139

50

18189

25098

1100

26198

1020

27218

54273

150

54423

1000

55423

10500
23576

22
30

10522
23606

0
152

10522
23758

25584

50

25634

50

25684

10112

100

10212

0

10212

0

9494

9494

1750

11244

Constantine J. Alexopoulos
Prize Fund
Myron P. Backus
Award Fund
George W. Martin/
Gladys E. Baker
Research Fund
John Rippon Graduate
Research Award
Clark T. Rogerson Fund
Alexander H. &
Helen V. Smith Fund
John S. Karling Annual
Lecture Fund
Saloman Bartnicki-Garcia
Research Fund
Undergraduate Research
Award
Total Mentor Research
Funds

325

35

360

50

410

167607

10981

178588

4072

182660

Total Restricted
Endowment

312713

21215.75

333928.75

7799

341727.75

Uncommitted
Endowment

220680

18511.5

239191.5

492

239683.5

Total Endowment

533393

39727.25

573120.25

8291

581411.25

—Marc A. Cubeta
with assistance and input from Sabine M. Huhndorf
Endowment Finances
The endowment fund amounts tracked by the treasurer are presented in
the table below. During FY10, more than $10,000 in funds was contributed
to each of the Student Mentor Travel and Research Funds. T-shirt and auction sales from the 2009 MSA annual meeting in Snowbird UT contributed
$9670 and sales from the 2010 MSA meeting in Lexington KY contributed
$7195, with a total of over $18,000 going into the uncommitted endowment.
The endowment contributions for FY11 to date (as of 31 Dec 2011) totaled
$8291. During this year, the S. Bartnicki-Garcia fund reached the fully funded level of $10,000 and is eligible to grant an award valued at $500. It should
be noted that if any MSA award were not given in a particular year because
of lack of or non-qualified applicants, the amount of the award for following
year would remain the same as the previous year.
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Editor-in-Chief’s Midyear Report
Mycologia Volume 102 was completed on Oct 14, 2010 with the release
of issue 102.6. Volume 102 consisted of 1523 pages, 135 regular research
papers, four memorials and 3 errata, each spectacular, fungusy issue a joy to
behold. As always, thanks are due to all of the Mycologia Associate Editors,
Assistant Editors Mitch Donahue and Jerry Hebert, and Managing Editor
Karen Snetselaar for their hard work to maintain the quality of the journal
and keep the publication on schedule. The production of Mycologia in print
and online is going very smoothly, with good coordination of responsibilities
and only minor problems to be solved from time to time.
We thank the Associate Editors whose terms ended in 2010: Julia Kerrigan, Lisa Vaillancourt and Lori Winton, for their service to the MSA. Peter
Continued on following page

G. Avis, Indiana University Northwest, and Anthony E. Glenn, USDA-ARS
Athens, GA, Sabine Huhndorf, The Field Museum, Lee Taylor, University
of Alaska, and Wendy Untereiner, Brandon University, have kindly agreed
to serve as Associate Editors for 2011 – 2013.
Numbers of new manuscripts submitted have varied month to month for
the past few years generally averaging around 20 per month, but on an annual basis there is clear evidence of a steady increase in submissions over the
past four years. It is probably safe to say that new submissions are mushrooming. During calendar year 2010, 263 new manuscripts were submitted,
an increase of 34 (15%) compared to 2009 and 70 (36%) more than were
submitted in 2007. This trend seems encouraging although I have no way to
compare our submission rates to that of similar journals. Still, Mycologia is
receiving a good number of manuscript submissions and also seems to be attracting excellent and noteworthy papers. Of course the consequence of increasing submissions is that the workload for everyone also increases. The
increased numbers of submissions also is reflected in somewhat larger issues
in the past two volumes.

cologia have changed, and there are several tasks that could be delegated to
the EAC to help out with, for example keeping the Mycologia web page at
HighWire up to date, soliciting review papers, presidential papers, managing
online early publication papers.
Summary of Mycologia electronic access data combined from HighWire and CrossRef.
Access Events to
2008
2009
2010
Home page
93,421
64,437
74,800
Current Issue TOC
10,782
10,427
10,701
All TOC
21,215
11,436
11,958
HTML
348,177
198,459
246,420
PDF
156,538
156,258
155,419
Abstracts
330,998
164,529
193,032
Searches
36,216
39,233
33,957
Direct DOI links
—
5,972
10,302

—Jeffrey Stone
Midyear Report for Mycologia Managing Editor
Overall Financial Picture for Mycologia
As of last year we are back on track as far as schedule (the issues are coming out in the first month for which they are dated) and finally we are back
to paying for six issues per—this will help with accounting for future years.
Still, however, overall expenses for journal publication are not accurately reflected in the books because we haven’t been paying the editorial office. This
situation has now been remedied but payments made in fiscal ’10 and fiscal
’11 should have been partly charged against previous years, so we were
probably closer to breakeven in the past couple of years. As the chart on the
top shows, Mycologia income (which includes subscriptions but not memberships) has been almost the same for the past four years, even though subscription rates went up about 40% during that time. For 2010 and 2011 we
only raised subscription rates by 5%. The chart on the bottom documents the
long decline both in subscriptions and in memberships. The slopes on both
are trending in a bad direction, as the chart on the right shows—memberships
on top, subscriptions on the bottom.

New manuscript submissions to Mycologia 2004 – 2010.

The acceptance rate for papers submitted in calendar year 2010 was 41%,
with about 28% pending decision as of Dec 31. The average processing time
for papers 1/1/10 to 12/31/10 was 38 days to the first decision and 56 days
for final decision. Averaged for the past two years, the acceptance rate has
been 49%, and average manuscript review time 41 days to first decision and
76 days to final decision. The acceptance rate has decreased somewhat from
the 61% acceptance for the two years 2008-2009.
Issue 103.1, 240 pages, was released Jan 10, 2011 and issues 103.2 –
103.4 are now in various stages of production. Karen is handling the early
posting of accepted papers online in the ‘In Press’ section of the Mycologia
website and this seems to be working fairly well. Our online readership
seems to be steady at around 150,000 pdfs downloaded in each of the past
three years. Electronic access to Mycologia for 2010 appears to be similar to
previous years for most categories. We joined CrossRef last year and so an
increase in direct links to Mycologia papers through DOIs is apparent for
2010. The cover images continue to improve, getting more attractive and
professional and are a nice signature feature of Mycologia. For issue 103.3
we will feature a photograph of Coniolepiota spongodes by Taylor Lockwood.
Changes for Volume 103. DOIs for references cited will be included in
print version (DOIs were only in HTML version prior to Vol. 103) and will
have active hyperlinks in pdfs. Over the past two years Mycologia has upgraded its search, linking and citation tracking capabilities through CrossRef.
Open Access. An open access option is now available to authors who
want their papers to be freely available online. The fee for open access is
$1000 per paper, as per the MSA Council meeting at the 2010 annual meeting. OA papers are made freely available as soon as they are posted in the ‘in
press’ section of the Mycologia website. So far two papers have been posted
as open access papers.
Editorial Advisory Committee. Unfortunately, Rick Kerrigan has asked
to step down as the chair of the editorial advisory committee. The EAC provides advice and guidenace to the EIC in filling associate editor vacancies
and editorial policy. I want to thank Rick for his years as a member and chair
of the EAC and all of the thoughtful comments and suggestions he has provided. We will now have to select a chair from the members of the committee. The EIC and ME jobs have been changing as aspects of publishing My-
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The table below calculates expenses/pg and shows income for page
charges. Note that the number of pgs per issue has increased a lot lately. We
say we publish 180-200 pgs per issue. Increasing the number of pages has
budgetary consequences. The very high expense/page for the first two issues
of this year is partly artifactual and due to playing catchup with editorial expenses, but also I think we’ve published quite a bit of color lately.

2001-02
2002-03
2003-04
2004-05
2005-06
2006-07
2007-08
2008-09
2009-10
2010-11
incomplete

Income

Expenses

No.
issues

Expenses/
issue

Pgs/
issue**

Expenses/ Pg&
pg
plate
income

177500
160148
206152
188895
187560*
243132
255155
253887
265527

222905
203102
299584
199901
256094
244645
206741
232763
212330

6
5
7
4
6
7
6
8
6

37150
40620
42797
49975
42682
35645
34456
29095
35388

231
269
208
181
161
150
234

185
185
205
205
214
193
151

27K
43K
26K
30K
55K
47K
28K
34K

185495

121784

2

60892

270

225

24K

*not including 16K refund
**fiscal year

One reason for doing the analysis above, as well as other analyses, is to
figure out expenses for print vs online publication. A first estimate is that if
we were to shift overnight to online only, our expenses would be reduced by
about 1/3. There are many assumptions at work, but that is a place to start.
This does not necessarily mean that we should be charging 1/3 less for online as opposed to print. At least a third of the costs associated with print cost
the same whether we print one copy or 1000 copies. If we are going to keep
print, online prices will have to subsidize it. What I want to do is establish a
rationale for differences between print and online charges for subscribers and
members, and also try to plan for a transition when it would no longer be cost
effective to print any copies.
Publish-Ahead of Print (PAP)
This has been working more smoothly. There are still some formatting issues with the author-entered data. It’s important to realize that these problems are corrected upon final publication.
Highwire/online changes
We are still on hold with the new format, H2O. We have implemented an
open access option and can now publish papers that are immediately freely
available. The charge to authors is $1000. These articles will soon be highlighted from the homepage like the most-read articles are; they are already
tagged as open access in the TOC’s.
I suggest that in addition to the OA paid for by the authors, we implement
one or more additional mechanisms for making open access available. I have
two suggestions: one would be the option for significant articles chosen from
the PAP by councilors and AE’s. We could solicit recommendations several
times per year and then pick the most-recommended papers. The second
would be for a “fast-track open access.” These papers could be nominated by
the AE’s during the review process and the choice would rest with the EIC.
We can discuss how this would work.

Copyright issues
The issues with the NYBG are not resolved; an update will be provided.
A second issue has to do with copyright permissions, something that has
become more of a concern with the higher education act. I discovered by accident that we are listed with the Copyright Clearance Center. It seems that
this was set up with Allen Press in charge so I’ve been working to get that
changed so that I can work with them. I would like to try to set us up with
the CCC such that someone wanting to use an article or figure could easily
find out how to do that. Look at the TOC’s from one of the ASM journals
(e.g. http://ec.asm.org/current.dtl) to see what I mean.
—Karen Snetselaar
Endowment Committee Midyear Report
Recommendation
The endowment committee members (Dennis Desjardin, Greg Thorn,
Lori Carris, Karen Hughes) recommend that the endowment committee be
changed from a standing committee to a rotating committee.
Rationale: A standing committee has a chair that serves for a 4-year period. A rotating committee has rotating chairs with a member serving as chair
in their 4th year of service. The endowment committee has a relatively high
workload. It is responsible for all fundraising activities including the annual
auction, donations, and T-shirt printing and sales. In the past, this workload
has been largely the responsibility of the chair only. With a rotating chair,
each member of the committee could rotate through the responsibilities and
by the time they are head, would be prepared to manage the assorted duties.
Activities of the Committee
The committee is preparing for the meetings in Alaska. Seven boxes of
auction items left over from the Lexington meetings will be sorted and we
will decide what to ship to Alaska. Other materials will be held for the meeting in New Haven in 2012. Much of what is left over consists of T-shirts
from previous meetings and we are considering some kind of on-line
sales/auction to reduce inventory. T-shirts have been paid for by sales so
anything sold now is profit.
Status of the Endowment Funds
The committee chair received reports for endowments funds starting in
July 1 and all donors have received a letter of thanks from the endowment
committee chair.
Alexopoulos Prize
Backus Graduate Award
Bartnicki-Garcia Mentor Travel Fund
Clark Rogerson Award
Fuller Mentor Travel
Howard Bigelow
Korf Mentor Travel
Luttrell Mentor Travel
Margaret Barr-Bigelow
Martin-Baker Award
Orson Miller Mentor
Robert L. Gilbertson Mentor Travel
S. Bartnicki-Garcia Mentor Travel
Smith Award
Thiers Mentor Travel
Trappe Mentor Travel
Uecker Mentor Travel
Undergraduate Award
Wells Mentor Travel
Uncommitted

$50
$1020
$500
$152
$2000
$50
$202
$162.50
$112.50
$1000
$625
$100
$5250
$50
$225
$325
$100
$50
$125
$7,485

Total Donations

$19,548

—Karen Hughes

Finance Committee Midyear Report
The total market value of the MSA investment portfolio as of December
31, 2010 is $803,008, an increase from $776,681 in December 3, 2010. Assets in the Endowment Account are now $564,828 and assets in the Operating Account are currently at $238,180. As of July 31, 2010, the values of the
two accounts were $517,086 and $231,055 respectively. The Society’s finances are stable with a small amount of growth.
Our ability to generate new moneys from interest on our assets is limited.
Presently interest rates on CDs are very low for 6 month, 1 year or even 2
year certificates. Unfortunately, they are not any better for US Treasury
Notes. The interest rates for CDs fluctuate and obtaining a reasonable, albeit
low, interest is often a matter of timing. Interest generated this coming year
from these investments will be certainly lower than in past years.
Continued on following page
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Our Mutual Funds investments are growing slowly but steadily even
though interest rates are still low (1.31 a conservative fund to 3.99 in a more
aggressive fund). With continued upward trends in this market, we should
see complete recovery in the near future of losses suffered during the recent
economic down turn.
The MSA portfolio managed by Well Fargo Advisors is set up as two separate accounts, the Operating Accounts and the Endowment Accounts. Moneys in those accounts are invested in the following percentages for each account as of December 31, 2010. In the Operating Account the funds are
apportioned currently as 9.42% in Cash, 54.60% in Fixed Income Securities
and 35.98% in Mutual Funds. For the Endowment Account the funds are distributed as 10.72% in Cash, 49.30% in Fixed Income Securities and 39.98%
in Mutual Funds.
—Timothy J. Baroni, Chair (2006-2010)
Martha Powell (2010-2013)
Karen Snetselaar (2007-2011)
Sabine Huhndorf, ex officia
Rytas Vilgalys, ex officio
Midyear Report of the MSA Awards Coordinator
Thanks and appreciation is extended to Terry W. Hill for coordinating the
establishment of the Salomon Bartnicki-Garcia Award for young mycologists who are working in the areas of biochemistry, genetics and cell biology. The award will be presented for the first time in Fairbanks in August
2011.
The names, mailing addresses and email addresses for the MSA Awards
Committee Chairs were confirmed electronically along with the membership
of the committees and committee member email addresses. In addition to
adding the criteria for the Salomon Bartnicki-Garcia Award to list of MSA
Awards, the MSA Awards Coordinator reformatted the criteria for each of
the MSA Awards so that the format was the same throughout. The content
and intent of the awards was not altered. An electronic version of the list of
MSA Committees and MSA Awards for 2010-2011 was sent to the MSA
webmaster, the Inoculum Editor, and the MSA Secretary.
Miscommunication between the MSA Awards Coordinator and the Inoculum Editor, both of whom were new, led to the MSA Awards announcement being left out of the printed version of the Inoculum. The information
was posted on the MSA website, included in the electronic version of the Inoculum, and forwarded as blast emails from the MSA Secretary in December 2010, early January 2011, and February 1, 2011.
Award decisions will be made by April 1, 2011 so winners can be notified
and make plans to attend the MSA Awards Ceremonies in Fairbanks in August, 2011
—Andy Methven
Honorary Awards Committee Midyear Report
The Honorary Awards Committee has not received even one nomination
for this award as yet, BUT we are fairly certain Dr. Junta Sugiyama will be
making such a nomination shortly. If he does so, it will be the only nomination to be considered this year, unless another nomination comes to us in the
near future.
—Timothy J. Baroni, Chair
John Taylor
Gregory Mueller
Karling Annual Lecture Committee Midyear Report
Dr. Joe Heitman (Duke University) has been invited to give the Karling
lecture and he has accepted.
—Tim James
Liaison with Amateur Mycological
Clubs and Societies Midyear Report
The committee did not meet formally but pooled information for this short
report. At their annual meeting in 2010 (Snow Mountain Ranch, CO),
NAMA briefly discussed the invitation from MSA to join them in Alaska
2011. NAMA declined for the club as a whole but individual members may
attend. The 2011 NAMA Foray overlaps with dates of the 2011 MSA meeting. Cathy Cripps was in attendance as both a Trustee of NAMA and chair
of the MSA Amateur Liaison Committee.
The committee would like to put forward an idea for discussion before it
is submitted as a formal proposal to the MSA board. To promote MSANAMA interaction, we propose that MSA consider funding/partially funding
mycology graduate students to attend NAMA forays as working interns. The
NAMA Voucher Committee has funded students in the past, but given the

uncertain future of this committee we suggest the above alternative be discussed. This would expose young professionals to NAMA; they would have
the opportunity to contribute to the meeting via giving talks and/or voucher
processing.
Another venue for interaction between amateurs and professionals is the
internet site ‘Mushroom Observer’. Mushroom Observer (http://mushroomobserver.org) currently has about 2200 people who have created accounts. Of those about 200 are active contributors meaning they have made
at least 10 observations or comments in the last year. Of those at least 12 are
professional mycologists. The participation of professional mycologists is
deeply valued by the community as a whole. The non-professionals have
gained knowledge that was otherwise difficult for them to find and several
of the professionals have received important collections and observations
have helped their research. In addition, many of the images and descriptions
developed by both professionals and non-professionals have in turn been
contributed to the Encyclopedia of Life (http://eol.org). We recommend that
MSA support this interaction by its professional members.
—Cathy Cripps, Chair
Walt Sundberg (in absentia)
Else Vellinga
Nathan Wilson
Andy Wilson
Nomenclature Committee Midyear Report
Several activities occupied former members of the committee and the current members. Former Chair, L. Norvell, recently offered published reports
on decisions made by the Nomenclature Committee for Fungi in Mycotaxon
114: 501-505 and Taxon 60(1): 223-226. At the recent IMC9 – Edinburgh,
nomenclatural sessions transpired on 3-5 August 2010. Results from those
proceedings can be found in a paper authored by L. Norvell, D. Hawksworth,
R. Petersen, & S. Redhead (Mycotaxon 113: 503-511). At the present time,
rules governing nomenclature of fungi are dictated by the International Code
of Botanical Nomenclature (ICBN). In July 2011, the International Botanical Congress (IBC) will meet in Melbourne, Australia. Prior to the general
meeting, nomenclatural sessions will be held. Numerous propositions for
rule changes affecting fungi have been offered and will be debated and subsequently voted on.
The current committee has been asked by Mycologia Editor-in-Chief, Jeff
Stone, to draft some guidelines for authors of manuscripts with taxonomic
import (a Nomenclature FAQ). This FAQ is in a draft stage and near completion; a portion has been shown to E-i-C Stone. We expect to have this
FAQ ready for review by the Mycologia Editorial Board sometime in late
summer pending the outcome from the Melbourne IBC.
Finally, the committee has continued with one of its primary duties of advising MSA members in nomenclatural matters. Most notably, an individual
was advised on the use of illustrations in lectotypification and the potential
validity of new combinations resulting from data entry errors for entries that
appear in two online databases, Index Fungorum and MycoBank.
—Roy E. Halling, Chair
Drew Minnis
Keith Seifert
Program Committee Midyear Report
The program for the 2011 MSA meeting in Fairbanks, Alaska scheduled
for August 1-5 is coming together nicely. We are working closely with the
local organizing committee, Lee Taylor, Gary Laursen, and Ina Timling,
who are busy with the preparations. The conference web page is up
(http://mercury2.iab.uaf.edu/msa/index.php), in part, and thus far includes a
‘Welcome to Alaska’ page, information on flying, driving, rail and ferrying
travel to AK, on- and off-campus lodging, directions and maps. Additional
information includes ‘What to do in the Fairbanks area’. The abstract submission website is already completed and has been tested by the Program
Committee. This website will be open for submissions starting in early
March with abstracts due by April 15, while information on Registration will
be forthcoming in early March. The MSA received 14 outstanding symposium proposals. The Program Committee worked diligently to rank the proposals and selected six symposia to be presented at this year’s meeting. We
are currently working on obtaining additional funding for the symposia and
looking into graduate student travel grants. A FESIN Workshop will be held
before the meeting on Sunday and Monday, July 31-August 1. The opening
social will be held on Monday evening where we will have a meet and greet
at the Wood Center Ballroom on campus. As usual, the banquet will be held
after the final session of talks on Thursday, August 4. Unlike previous years,
this year’s foray will take place at the end of the meeting on Friday, August
Continued on following page
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5 from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm followed by an Alaskan Salmon & Halibut Bake
at the Carlson Center that you won’t want to miss! Several sites (tundra, deciduous forest, boreal conifer Taiga forest, and riparian) are being considered. This will be an exciting meeting in an absolutely gorgeous venue so do
plan to attend!
—Andrew Miller
Local Arrangements Committee Midyear Report
Below are listed accomplishments and/or things being worked on since
our last reporting to the MSA Program/Planning Committee.
1. Website (now with five pages, more coming; i.e., registration, abstract submission, etc.)
2. Abstract submission web site has been constructed and is undergoing revision
and beta testing. Accepted abstracts will be searchable by author, day, time,
title.
3. Housing (three options on campus and seven off-campus hotels; links live on
web site)
4. Meeting places (Davis CH, Salisbury Th., Great Hall secured)
5. Registration cost bundling:
a. Banquet ($40) at Carlson Center ($3,600 use fee waved)
b. Catering (TBD for Breakfast-continental & Business Meeting-for all;
Lunch-some box, others at LTC (Lola Tilly Commons; mid-morn. and
mid-afternoon breaks (T, W & Th)
c. Bus rides (Banquet, Forays, other?)
d. Meeting Program booklet and Banquet Program

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

e. Badge, bag, pin and patch, and other stuffers
f. Monday night Social (w/2-drink tickets)
g. Other?
Banquet venue ($40/person)
Tours (being developed)
On-campus Pub opening (to be arranged)
Workshop ‘place’ and ‘needs’ (yet to be expressed and arranged)
Program book (‘boilerplate’ already being constructed)
Foray planning underway
No-cost meeting assistance (Golden Heart Greeters)
MSA 2011 Logo being finalized
—Lee Taylor and Gary Laursen

•
•
•
•

Memorials Committee Mid-year Report
In Volume 102, memorials for the following mycologists were published: William C. Denison (March/April); Lois H Tiffany (July/August); Orson K. Miller, Jr. (September/October).
Proofs have been received for memorials for James Gerdemann and
Everett S. Beneke.
Memorial notices for Patricia E. Crane and Cecil T. Ingold were published in Inoculum.
Status of the MSA archive: The MSA archives were visited and a proposal made to the Executive Council for their curation. This matter will
be discussed at the 2011 Council meeting in Fairbanks, AK.
—Ron Petersen, MSA Historian

MYCOLOGICAL NEWS
More Peripatetic Mycology from Guyana
2011 marks the twelfth year of mycological
investigations in the Pakaraima Mountains of
Guyana. Our NSF-funded surveys and inventories project, “Ectomycorrhizal fungal diversity of
the central Guiana Shield”, aims to achieve the
most complete documentation of ectomycorrhizal (ECM) fungi to date from tropical rainforests. To accomplish this we are utilizing traditional sporocarp collecting and identification
with intensive below-ground molecular-based
sampling of ECM mycobionts from the roots of
a wide range of host plants occurring across the
central Guiana Shield, including members of the
Caesalpinioideae, Papilionoideae, Dipterocarpaceae s.l., Polygonaceae, Nyctaginaceae,
and Gnetaceae. Our recently completed expediStanding (left to right): Jessie Uehling, Seon George, Peter
tion of December-January 2010-11 aimed to loJoseph, Luciano Edmond, Arthur Grupe, Fred Williams, Christocate and sample populations of the ECM tree
pher Andrew, David Clarke, Francino Edmond, Terry Henkel.
Pakaraimaea dipterocarpaceae, one of only two
species of Dipterocarpaceae known to occur in
ferent from that associated elsewhere in the region with leguthe New World. While the ECM status of Pakaraimaea was minous hosts. Participants in this expedition included myself,
confirmed in Venezuela by Bernard Moyersoen in 2006, an ex- graduate student Jessie Uehling and undergrad Arthur Grupe II
haustive inventory of its associated mycobiont fungi has not (Humboldt State), and numerous Patamona Amerindian
been performed. This was our goal, and we initiated it by locat- parataxonomists. Additionally, a team led by collaborating
ing monodominant stands of Pakaraimaea in a remote region of botanist David Clarke (UNC-Asheville) executed reconnaisGuyana’s Upper Mazaruni Basin. In these stands, we collected sance of savanna woodland in the central Pakaraima plateau to
~80 morphospecies of putative ECM fungi as sporocarps, and map populations of Coccoloba spp. (Polygonaceae), the target
sampled Pakaraimaea fine roots to obtain molecular-based de- ECM host plant genus for our next expedition in May 2011.
terminations of the mycobionts. While we are still generating
Terry Henkel
Department of Biological Sciences
the data from this effort, preliminary results indicate that the
Humboldt State University
ECM mycobiota associated with Pakaraimaea is markedly dif14
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Awarding-Winning Poster: Introduction to Fungi
Introduction to Fungi won First Place in the Informational
Graphics category at the 8th Annual International Science & Engineering Visualization Challenge, sponsored by The National
Science Foundation (NSF) and the American Association for the
Advancement of Science (AAAS). This competition “promotes
cutting-edge efforts to visualize scientific data, principles, and
ideas.” The poster represents a collaboration between Mo Fayyaz,
Director of the University of Wisconsin (UW) Botany Greenhouses and Garden, who conceived the poster, and UW-Botany
Senior Artist Kandis Elliot, who was responsible for design,
graphics and editing. The poster was an easy choice, with one of
the panel judges noting, “The fungi poster was a clear winner. That
was just amazing.”
A committee of staff members from Science Magazine and
NSF screened the 111 entries received from 63 countries, including U.S. entries from 24 states. The committee sent finalists to an
outside panel of experts in scientific visualization for final judging.
Winners are featured in the Feb. 18 issue of the journal Science.
The poster is part of a growing outreach series that showcases the beauty of botanical subjects as well as offering basic biological information. It is available for purchase, and may be found
here:
http://www.botany.wisc.edu/art/pages/posters.html.
Introduction to Fungi: The splash of fungi depicts fungal diversity and notes the roles of fungi in food and
beverage production, plant and animal pathogenicity,
and carbon and nutrient cycling. The poster also provides a basic scheme for classifying the main groups of
fungi, and it offers information accessible to students
and non-scientists.

Texts Available from Mushroom, the Journal of Wild Mushrooming
Nine copies each of the following are available:
• Edith Cash (1965) A Mycological English-Latin Glossary
• Margaret Barr (1987) A Prodromus to Class Loculoascomycetes
• Michael Larsen (1974) A Contribution to the Taxonomy of
the Genus Tomentella
One copy is available for:
• Denis Benjamin (1983) Mushrooms: Poisons and
Panaceas
One each is available for several Cambridge University
Press anthologies: Fungal Conservation, Fungi in Bioreme-

diation, The Fungal Colony, Patterns in Fungal Development, and A Century of Mycology.
The price is $20 each for the CUP anthologies and $10
each for the others, shipping included. These are all at something of a discount, especially the CUP books, which have a
list price of $80-100.
Contact leon@mushroomthejournal.com to make sure
that a single-copy book is still available; send payment to
Mushroom the Journal, 1511 E 54th St, Chicago IL, 60615,
or via PayPal to the email address above.

Ottawa Course Announcement
Introduction to Food- and Air-Borne Fungi. 6-10
June 2011, Ottawa, Canada. For the first time in three years,
we are pleased to offer our five day course for mycologists
interested in food spoilage, indoor air quality, industrial hygiene, mycotoxins, pharmaceuticals, biodeterioration, etc. in
North America. More than 100 mould and yeast species common in indoor air and on food will be examined, including
important species of Penicillium, Aspergillus, Fusarium Tri-

choderma, Cladosporium, Mucor, Rhizopus, Alternaria and
Scopulariopsis. The text for the course is the recently published Food and Indoor Fungi by R.A. Samson et al., now in
full colour. For more information please contact Keith A.
Seifert, Eastern Cereal and Oilseed Research Centre, Ottawa,
Ontario K1A 0C6, Canada. Email: keith.seifert@agr.gc.ca or
visit the course web site at www.indoormold.org/courses.htm
Inoculum 62(2), April 2011
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Jo Anne Crouch joins USDA-ARS SMML
The USDA ARS Systematic Mycology & Microbiology Laboratory
(SMML), Beltsville, MD, is pleased to
announce that Dr. Jo Anne Crouch has
joined our research team. Jo Anne received her Ph.D. from Rutgers University in 2008, where she studied fungi responsible for turfgrass and switchgrass
diseases, especially those caused by Colletotrichum. At Rutgers, Jo Anne developed and utilized several new molecular
markers to study populations and species
of Colletotrichum associated with grasses, including sequence based markers,
transposon RFLPs and microsatellites.
Her research showed that phylogenetic
and genetic variation for the grass-associated Colletotrichum is partitioned acJo Anne
cording to ecosystem/plant host, documented the presence of several cryptic
species, identified RIP mutation and the fingerprint of sexual
recombination in populations of the presumed asexual fungus
C. cereale, and highlighted the unreliability of ITS-based
analyses for Colletotrichum species diagnosis. More recently
she completed post-doctoral research at the USDA ARS Cereal Disease Laboratory in St. Paul, MN, working to develop

molecular diagnostic tools for emergent
rust pathogens of corn and wheat. Jo
Anne is the recipient of 30 competitive
awards, scholarships and fellowships in
recognition of her research contributions, including the MSA NAMA Memorial Graduate Fellowship, the Crop
Science Society of America Mott Scholarship, the Musser International Turfgrass Foundation Award of Excellence,
a Land Institute Natural Systems Agriculture Fellowship, and an EPA STAR
Graduate Fellowship. At the SMML, Jo
Anne will continue her research of the
fungi responsible for anthracnose and
rust diseases of grasses. Her lab will
focus on development and implementation of genome-scale approaches and
Crouch
culture-independent molecular diagnostic tools, with the goal of furthering
species and population delimitation, and to increase our understanding of the evolution of biological diversity for these
important plant pathogen groups.
Amy Rossman
Systematic Mycology &
Microbiology Laboratory
USDA-ARS

Mycological Society of America — Gift Membership Form
Sponsoring a gift membership in MSA offers tangible support both for the recipient of the membership as
well as for mycology in general. Providing both Mycologia and Inoculum, a gift membership is an excellent way to further the efforts of our mycological colleagues, especially those who cannot afford an MSA
membership. In addition to a feeling of great satisfaction, you also will receive a convenient reminder
for renewal of the gift membership the following year.
I want to provide an MSA Gift Membership to the following individual:
Name ________________________________________________________________________________________
Institution ______________________________________________________________________________________
Complete Address ______________________________________________________________________________
Phone _____________________ FAX _________________________ Email _______________________
Please send renewal notices to:
(YOUR name) __________________________________________________________________________________
(YOUR address) ________________________________________________________________________________
Phone _______________________ FAX _______________________ Email _______________________
I agree to pay $98* for this membership by check (payable to MSA, drawn on US bank) ___ VISA ___ Mastercard ___
Acct. # _________________ Name (as it appears on card) _____________________________ Exp. date __________
Send this form to: MSA Business Office, PO Box 1897, Lawrence KS 66044
or FAX to (785) 843-1274, Attn: Processing Department
*If this membership is given after June 1, please add $10 to cover postage for past issues.
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MYCOLOGICAL JOBS
Post-Doc in systems biology/computational biology at KSU
A postdoctoral fellow position is available in the Jumpponen Laboratory and Kansas State University Bioinformatics Core facility. As a part of a large collaborative research
effort combining two universities (Kansas and Oregon State
Universities) and two national laboratories (Oak Ridge National Laboratory and Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory / DOE Joint Genome Institute), we are seeking a systems
biologist, metabolic pathway modeler, or bioinformatician. A
successful applicant will possess abilities and expertise to integrate across large metagenomic, metatranscriptomic,
metaproteomic, and metabolomic datasets characterizing soil
communities and functions in response to environmental
change. In addition to the integration component, we expect
this individual to assume responsibilities for empirical and/or
de novo modeling of universal metabolic pathways to better
understand connections among the “–omic” datasets. Ph.D. in

Biology, Systems Biology, Bioinformatics or equivalent field
is required. Post-doc experience would be preferable, but not
necessary. We offer a competitive salary, full benefits after a
probationary period, and support training opportunities at
participating university and national laboratories.
Start date is preferably June/July 2011, but flexible. To
apply, please e-mail a cover letter, CV, and names and contact information of three references as a single pdf to Ari
Jumpponen (biology@ksu.edu), with the subject line as
“Postdoc application <your name>”. Review of applications
will begin on April 1, 2011, and continue until a suitable candidate is identified. Informal inquiries before the application
are welcome.
Kansas State University is an Affirmative Action/Equal
Opportunity employer and actively seeks diversity among its
employees. Background check is required.

PhD Student in Microbial Ecology at Helmholtz Centre, UFZ
The Department of Soil Ecology at the Helmholtz Centre
for Environmental Research GmbH - UFZ is offering for three
years a position for a PhD Student in Microbial Ecology (code
digit 46/2011). Topic: Molecular diversity of fungi in dead
wood.
The student will join the UFZ Department of Soil Ecology for the second phase of project FunWood (The effect of forest management intensity on the diversity of wood-decaying
fungi and dead wood decomposition) within the DFG-funded
German Biodiversity Exploratories (www.biodiversity-exploratories.de) established at Hainich-Dün, SchorfheideChorin and Schwäbische Alb.
Coarse woody debris is a key habitat element in all forest
ecosystems and is chiefly degraded by mushrooms and molds
(Basidiomycota, Ascomycota). FunWood investigates the
change in dead wood fungal diversity along a forest management intensity gradient and its influence on wood decay,
gaseous emissions and organic carbon leaching. In addition,
litter fungi, bacteria on dead wood, and the impact of nitrogen
addition on nitrogen-fixing bacteria and fungi may be addressed.
Within FunWood, this subproject is led by Dr. Dirk
Krüger (dirk.krueger@ufz.de). Other FunWood PIs at IHI Zittau, University Leipzig and University Freiburg lead subprojects and students concerned with characteristics of wood
decay, the diversity of wood decay fungi by morphological
identification, fungal culturing and enzymatics, and DNA barcoding approaches.
The main tools to be employed will be molecular methods
(ARISA fingerprints, sequencing, next generation sequencing), PLFA, culturing, statistical and phylogenetic analyses.
The student will be supported by a group of scientists at the
UFZ Soil Ecology Department. Coursework for the doctoral

degree and enrollment are possible at University of Leipzig or
a different school of choice and could be supervised by Prof.
Francois Buscot, Head of the UFZ Soil Ecology Department.
Requirements: Applicants must hold a Diplom or Masters
degreee or equivalent in biology with specialization in mycology, botany, microbiology, or ecology. They should be fluent
in German and English. The ideal candidate will have previous
experience in a combination of molecular ecology, phylogenetics and soil microbiology. Experience with fungal taxonomy, statistics and bioinformatics is a plus. Fieldwork and laboratory work are important components of this research; a
German driver’s license is highly preferred.
The place of work is Halle, Germany. Salary will be according to the appropriate civil service level 13 at 65%
(TVöD). Women are explicitly encouraged to apply in order to
increase their share in science and research. Physically handicapped persons will be favoured if they are equally qualified.
The successful candidate will be recruited for three years under
employment contract with the UFZ. PhD students participate
in the established Helmholtz Graduate School HIGRADE
(http://www.ufz.de/index.php?en=11429).
To apply, please send a complete CV with publication list,
your contact information, names and contact information of 23 referees, and a one-page cover letter stating your qualifications, background and reasons for applying. Applications
should be send to the Personnel Department of the HelmholtzCentre for Environmental Research, PO Box 500136, D-04318
Leipzig, Germany, or by email to application@ufz.de until
April, 15(th) 2011 (code digit 46/2011). Applications are accepted until the position is filled.
http://www.ufz.de/index.php?de=11426&ske_stl_id=106
5&ske_seite=detail
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Faculty positions in plant and microbial biology
The Institute of Plant and Microbial Biology, Academia
Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan, is inviting applications for several research-oriented faculty positions at the levels of Assistant,
Associate, and Full Research Fellow (equivalent to Assistant,
Associate, and Full Professor at a university). Successful candidates must have demonstrated expertise in studies of plantmicrobe interaction OR the mechanisms of plant function.
Excellent facilities and starter funds will be provided for the
new fellows. Please visit the websites for details of the Institute (http://ipmb.sinica.edu.tw/) and Academia Sinica
(http://www.sinica.edu.tw/). Applicants are expected to have
a Ph.D. degree plus postdoctoral training. Chinese Language

is not essential. International scientists are encouraged to
apply. The application folder should include curriculum
vitae, a statement of research accomplishments, and research
plans. The application folder and, separately, three letters of
recommendation should be sent to Drs. Shu-Hsing Wu and
Wolfgang Schmidt, Co-chairs of Search Committee, Institute
of Plant and Microbial Biology, Academia Sinica, 128, Sec 2,
Academia Rd, Nankang, Taipei, Taiwan 11529. e-mail:
wsearch@gate.sinica.edu.tw FAX: (+886)2-2782-1605. The
review of applications will begin on May 15, 2011 and continue until the positions are filled.

MYCOLOGICAL CLASSIFIEDS
Biological Control, Biotechnology and Regulatory Services
Center for Regulatory Research, LLC specializes in
regulatory permit application services for biological control and biotechnology organisms/products. Let us evaluate your research discoveries for commercial potential and
environmental impacts. We also offer assistance with writing proposals for SBIR grant programs (Small Business

Innovation Research) that fund new commercial ventures.
Contact
Dr.
Sue
Cohen
by
email
(sdcohen@regresearch.com) or by phone (612-623-8089).
For more information about our company, visit our website at www.regresearch.com.

Mold and Fungus Testing and Identification Services
Identification of fungi in microfluidic devices, medical
diagnostic fluids, buildings and plant & animal diseases. Epifluorescent microbial detection in industrial ultrapure water
systems and medical diagnostics. Biochallenge tests for ink,

medical and pharmacological products. 10% discount for
regular and sustaining MSA members. Email steve@pacificanalytical.com or visit www.pacificanalytical.com.

REMINDER: MSA Directory Update
Is your information up-to-date in the MSA directory? The Society is relying more and more on
email to bring you the latest MSA news, awards announcements and other timely information, and our
newsletter. To ensure that you receive Society blast emails and the Inoculum as soon as it comes out,
and so that your colleagues can keep in touch, please check the accuracy of your email address and contact information in the online directory. This can be accessed via our web site at www.msafungi.org. If
you need assistance with updating your membership information, or help with your membership log-in
ID and password, please contact Kay Rose, Association Manager at Allen Press, at krose@allenpress.com.
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MYCOLOGY ON-LINE
Below is an alphabetical list of websites featured in Inoculum. Those wishing to add sites to this directory or to edit addresses should email
dnatvig@gmail.com. Unless otherwise notified, listings will be automatically deleted after one year (at the editors discretion).
A New Web Page About Tropical Fungi, Hongos Del Parque “El Haya” (58-5)
hongosdelhaya.blogspot.com/

ISHAM: the International Society for Human and Animal Mycology
www.isham.org

ASCOFrance.com, a very useful site for illustrations of ascomycetes including anamorphs (accessible in both French and English)
ascofrance.com/?lang=us

JSTOR (58-3)
jstor.org

Ascomycota of Sweden
www.umu.se/myconet/asco/indexASCO.html
Basidiomycete Research Group (University of Helsinki, Finland) studies
systematics, ecology and evolution of fungi in forest environment.
www.basidio.fi
Bibliography of Systematic Mycology
www.speciesfungorum.org/BSM/bsm.htm
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory; Meetings & Courses Programs (58-2)
meetings.cshl.edu
Collection of 800 Pictures of Macro- and Micro-fungi
www.mycolog.com
Cordyceps Website
www.mushtech.org
Cornell Mushroom Blog (58-1)
http://blog.mycology.cornell.edu/
Cortbase (58-2)
andromeda.botany.gu.se/cortbase.html
Corticoid Nomenclatural Database (56-2)
www.phyloinformatics.org/
The Cybertruffle internet server for mycology seeks to provide information about fungi from a global standpoint (59-3).
www.cybertruffle.org.uk
Cyberliber, a digital library for mycology (59-3).
www.cybertruffle.org.uk/cyberliber
Cybernome provides nomenclatural and taxonomic information about
fungi and their associated organisms, with access to over 548,000 records
of scientific names (59-3).
www.cybertruffle.org.uk/cybernome
Dictionary of The Fungi Classification
www.indexfungorum.org/names/fundic.asp
Distribution Maps of Caribbean Fungi (56-2)
www.biodiversity.ac.psiweb.com/carimaps/index.htm
Entomopathogenic Fungal Culture Collection (EFCC)
www.mushtech.org
Fungal Environmental Sampling and Informatics Network (58-2)
www.bio.utk.edu/fesin/
Fungi of Ecuador
www.mycokey.com/Ecuador.html
German Mycological Society DGfM
www.dgfm-ev.de
Mycologia
mycologia.org
Humboldt Institute — Located on the eastern coast of Maine, the institute
is known for the extensive series of advanced and professional-level natural history seminars it has offered in Maine since 1987, along with ecological restoration seminars and expeditions to the neotropics. It publishes the Northeastern Naturalist and Southeastern Naturalist, two scholarly,
peer-reviewed, natural history science journals.
www.eaglehill.us
Website relating to the taxonomy of the Hysteriaceae & Mytilinidiaceae
(Pleosporomycetidae, Dothideomycetes, Ascomycota) to facilitate species
identification using a set of updated and revised keys based on those first
published by Hans Zogg in 1962. 59(4)
www.eboehm.com/
Index of Fungi
www.indexfungorum.org/names/names.asp

Libri Fungorum Mycological Publications (58-3)
194.203.77.76/LibriFungorum/
Mold Testing and Identification Services (58-2)
www.pioneer.net/~microbe/abbeylab.html
McCrone Research Institute is an internationally recognized not-for-profit
institute specializing primarily in teaching applied microscopy. 59(4)
www.mcri.org
Mountain Justice Summer (58-3)
www.MountainJusticeSummer.org
Mycology Education Mart where all relevant mycology courses can be
posted. www2.bio.ku.dk/mycology/courses/
MycoKey
www.mycokey.com
The Myconet Classification of the Ascomycota
www.fieldmuseum.org/myconet
New Electronic Journal about mushrooms from Southeast Mexico (61-4)
http://fungavera.blogspot.com
Northeast Mycological Federation (NEMF) foray database (58-2)
www.nemfdata.org
Pacific Northwest Fungi — A peer-reviewed online journal for information
on fungal natural history in Alaska, British Columbia, Idaho, Montana,
Oregon and Washington, including taxonomy, nomenclature, ecology,
and biogeography.
www.pnwfungi.org/
Pleurotus spp.
www.oystermushrooms.net
Rare, Endangered or Under-recorded Fungi in Ukraine (56-2)
www.cybertruffle.org.uk/redlists/index.htm
Registry of Mushrooms in Art
members.cox.net/mushroomsinart/
Robigalia provides information about field observations, published records
and reference collection specimens of fungi and their associated organisms, with access to over 685,000 records (59-3).
www.cybertruffle.org.uk/robigalia
Searchable database of culture collection of wood decay fungi (56-6)
www.fpl.fs.fed.us/rwu4501/index.html
Small Things Considered — A microbe blog on microbes in general, but
carries occasional pieces specifically on fungi.
schaechter.asmblog.org/schaechter/
Tree canopy biodiversity project University of Central Missouri (58-4)
faculty.cmsu.edu/myxo/
Trichomycete site includes monograph, interactive keys, a complete
database, world literature, etc. (61-4)
www.nhm.ku.edu/~fungi
The TRTC Fungarium (58-1)
bbc.botany.utoronto.ca/ROM/TRTCFungarium/home.php
U.S. National Fungus Collections (BPI)
Complete Mushroom Specimen Database (57-1)
www.ars.usda.gov/ba/psi/sbml
Valhalla provides information about past mycologists, with names, dates of
birth and death and, in some cases, biographies and/or portraits (59-3).
www.cybertruffle.org.uk/valhalla
Website for the mycological journal Mycena (56-2)
www.mycena.org/index.htm
Wild Mushrooms From Tokyo
www.ne.jp/asahi/mushroom/tokyo/

Interactive Key to Hypocreales of Southeastern United States (57-2)
nt.ars-grin.gov/sbmlweb/fungi/keydata.cfm
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
NOTE TO MEMBERS:
Those wishing to list upcoming mycological courses, workshops, conventions,
symposia, and forays in the Calendar of Events should include complete
postal/electronic addresses and submit to Inoculum editor Don Natvig at
dnatvig@gmail.com.
April 17-18, 2011
Fungal barcoding workshop:
Finding the best fungal gene
CBS
http://www.cbs.knaw.nl
April 19-21, 2011
One Fungus = One Name Symposium
CBS-KNAW Fungal Biodiversity
Centre
Trippenhuis, Royal Netherlands
Academy of Arts and Sciences
(KNAW)
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
http://www.cbs.knaw.nl
July 18-21, 2011
VII Latin American Mycological Congress
San Jose, Costa Rica
www.almic.org
July 23-30, 2011
The International Botanical Congress
(IBC 2011)
Melbourne, Australia
http://www.ibc2011.com
August 1-6, 2011
MSA Meeting
University of Alaska
Fairbanks, AK, USA
http://mercury2.iab.uaf.edu/msa
September 10-17, 2011
Seventh International Congress
on the Systematics and Ecology
of Myxomycetes (ICSEM7)
Recife, Brazil
icsem7@gmail.com
September 19-23, 2011
XVI Congress of European Mycologists
Thessaloniki, Greece
www.xvicem.org
September 6-10, 2011
2011 UMS Congress: XIII
International Congress of Mycology
Sapporo, Japan
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The Mycological Society of America
Sustaining Members 2011
The Society is extremely grateful for the continuing support of its Sustaining Members.
Please patronize them and, whenever possible, let their representatives know of our appreciation.
Fungi Perfecti
Attn: Paul Stamets
PO Box 7634
Olympia, WA, 98507
(360)426-9292
info@fungi.com

Genencor Internation, Inc.
Attn: Michael Ward
925 Page Mill Rd
Palo Alto, CA, 94304
(650)846-5850
mward@genencor.com

Mycotaxon, Ltd.
Attn: Richard P. Korf
PO Box 264
Ithaca, NY, 14851-0264
(607) 273-0508
info@mycotaxon.com

Fungal & Decay Diagnostics, LLC
Attn: Dr. Harold H Burdsall Jr.
9350 Union Valley Rd
Black Earth, WI, 53515-9798
(608)767-3930
Fax (608)767-3920
burdsall@fungaldecay.com

Triarch, Inc.
Attn: P.L. Conant - President
PO Box 98
Ripon, WI, 54971
(920)748-5125
Sylvan, Inc.
Attn: Mark Wach
Research Dept Library
198 Nolte Drive
Kittanning, PA, 16201
(724)543-3948
mwach@sylvaninc.com
Syngenta Seeds, Inc.
Attn: Rita Kuznia
Dept Head, Plant Pathology
317 330th Street
Stanton, MN, 55018-4308
(507) 663-7631
rita.kuznia@syngenta.com

Novozymes, Inc.
Attn: Wendy Yoder
1445 Drew Ave
Davis, CA, 95618
(530) 757-8110
wty@novozymes.com
BCN Research Laboratories, Inc.
Attn: Emilia Rico
2491 Stock Creek Blvd
Rockford, TN, 37853
(865)558-6819
emirico@msn.com
Unicorn Imp & Mfg Corp
Attn: Lou Hsu
PO Box 461119
113 Hwy 24
Garland, TX, 75040
(972) 272-2588
unicornbag@aol.com

You are encouraged to inform the Membership Committee (D. Jean Lodge, Chair,
djlodge@caribe.net) of firms or foundations that might be approached about Sustaining Membership in the MSA. Sustaining members have all the rights and privileges of individual members in the MSA and are listed as Sustaining Members in all
issues of Mycologia and Inoculum.
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MSA Endowment Funds
Contributions

inoculum
The Newsletter
of the
Mycological
Society of America

Supplement to Mycologia
Volume 62, No. 2
April 2011
Inoculum is published six times a year in
even numbered months (February, April,
June, August, October, December). Submit
copy to the Editor by email as attachments,
preferably in MS Word. If you submit pictures, these need to be sent as separate
JPGs or GIFFs, not embedded in the word
document. The Editor reserves the right to
edit copy submitted in accordance with the
policies of Inoculum and the Council of the
Mycological Society of America.
Donald O. Natvig, Editor
Department of Biology
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87131
Telephone: (505) 277-5977
Fax: (505) 277-0304
dnatvig@gmail.com

MSA Officers
President, Thomas D Bruns
Department of Plant and Microbiology
University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720
Phone: 510-642-7987
Fax: 510-642-4995
pogon@berkeley.edu
President Elect, David Hibbett
Department of Biology
Clark University
950 Main St.
Worcester, MA 01610
Phone: 508-793-7332
Fax: 508-793-8861
dhibbett@clarku.edu
Vice President, Mary Berbee
Department of Botany
University of British Columbia
6270 University Blvd.
Vancouver, BC V6T 1Z4, Canada
Phone: 604-822-3780
Fax: 604-822-6089
berbee@interchange.ubc.ca
Secretary, Jessie A. Glaeser
USDA-Forest Service
Forest Products Lab
One Gifford Pinchot Dr.
Madison, WI 53726
Phone: 608-231-9215
Fax: 608-231-9592
msasec1@yahoo.com

I wish to contribute $________ to the following named fund(s):
____
____
____
____
____
____

Alexopoulos
Barksdale-Raper
Barr
Bigelow
Butler
Denison

____
____
____
____
____

Emerson-Fuller-Whisler
Fitzpatrick
Gilbertson
Korf
Luttrell

Other Funds
____ Constantine J. Alexopoulos Prize
____ John S. Karling Lecture Fund
____ Uncommitted Endowment
____ Other (specify)
I wish to pledge $_____________ a year for ____________ years
_____ to the following fund (s) ____________________________
_____ to some other specified purpose ______________________
_____ to the uncommitted endowment
Name: ________________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
___ Check ____ Credit Card (Visa, MC, etc): ________________
Credit Card No. ____________________ Exp. Date: _________
Signature: __________________________________________

Please send this completed form and your contribution to:

Karen W. Hughes, Chair
MSA Endowment Committee
Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
University of Tennessee
Knoxville, TN 37996
khughes@utk.edu
865-974-6387

Past President: Rytas Vilgalys
fungi@duke.edu

Please make checks payable to the
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Miller
Thiers
Trappe
Uecker
Wells

Research Funds
____ Alexander H. and Helen V. Smith Award
____ Myron P. Backus Graduate Award
____ Clark T. Rogerson Award
____ George W. Martin/Gladys E. Baker Award
____ John Rippon Graduate Research Award
____ Undergraduate Research Award
____ Salomón Bartnicki-García Research Award

Treasurer, Marc Cubetta
Department of Plant Pathology
Center for Integrated Fungal Research
North Carolina State University
Box 7567 Partners III Room 225
Raleigh, NC 27695
Phone: 919-513-1227
Fax: 919-513-0024
marc_cubeta@ncsu.edu

MSA Homepage: msafungi.org

____
____
____
____
____

Mycological Society of America

An Invitation to Join MSA

THE MYCOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA
2011 MEMBERSHIP FORM
(You may apply for membership on-line at msafungi.org)
(Please print clearly)
Last name ______________________________

First name _________________________________

M.I. ______

Dept./Street _______________________________________________________________________________________
Univ./Organization __________________________________________________________________________________
City __________________________ State/Prov. __________ Country ____________________ ZIP_________________
Telephone: (____)______________________ Email _______________________ Fax (____)______________________

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP
Cyber Memberships
____ Regular

$98

(Includes on-line access to Mycologia and Inoculum)

____ Student
$50
Hardcopy Memberships

(Includes on-line access to Mycologia and Inoculum)

____ Regular

$98

(Includes print Mycologia, and on-line access
to Mycologia and Inoculum)

____ Student

$50

(Includes print Mycologia, and on-line access
to Mycologia and Inoculum)

____ Sustaining

$278

(Includes print Mycologia, and on-line access to Mycologia
and Inoculum, plus listing in Mycologia and Inoculum)

____ Life

$1,500

+ $20 for each family member (One-time payment, Includes print
Mycologia, and on-line access to Mycologia and Inoculum)

____ Family

$98

(Includes one print copy of Mycologia, and on-line
access to Mycologia and Inoculum)

____ Emeritus

$50

(Includes print Mycologia, and on-line access
to Mycologia and Inoculum)

____ Associate

$50

(Includes on-line access to Inoculum)

____ Emeritus

$0

(Includes on-line access to Inoculum)

Other Memberships

AREAS OF INTEREST
Mark most appropriate area(s)
____ Cell Biology – Physiology

(including cytological, ultrastructural, metabolic regulatory and developmental
aspects of cells)

____ Ecology – Pathology

(including phytopathology, medical mycology, symbiotic associations, saprobic
relationships and community structure/dynamics)

____ Genetics – Molecular Biology

(including transmission, population and molecular genetics and molecular
mechanisms of gene expression)

____ Systematics – Evolution

(including taxonomy, comparative morphology molecular systematics,
phylogenetic inference, and population biology)

PAYMENT
_____ CHECK

[Payable to Mycological Society of America and
drawn in US dollars on a US bank]

_____ CREDIT CARD:

_____ VISA

_____ MASTERCARD

Expiration Date: ____________________________________________
Account No: ________________________________ _______________
Name as it appears on the card: _______________________________

Mail membership form and payment to:

Mycological Society of America
Attn: Kay Rose
P.O. Box 1897, Lawrence, KS 66044-8897
Phone: (800) 627-0629 or (785) 843-1221
Fax: (800) 627-0326 or (785) 843-1234
Email: krose@allenpress.com

